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Reactive systems maintain an ongoing interaction with their environment, and respond to inputs from the environment by possibly sending outputs to it. Most importantly, in most reactive systems, the functionality performed in response to inputs is no longer limited to data manipulation and numeric computation. Instead, a sizable portion of effort is often required to focus on control logic that manages the sequencing of operating tasks and the switching among various modes in consecutive interaction. For example, a digital cellular phone may contain a signal processing part including speech compression and decompression. In addition, it also needs to include a substantial amount of control logic for call processing and multiple-access protocols.

Finite state machines (FSMs) have long been used to describe and analyze intricate control logic. Due to their finite nature, FSMs yield better to analysis and synthesis than alternative control models, such as sequential programs with if-then-else and switch-case constructs. For example, with an FSM, a designer can enumerate the set of reachable
states to assure that a safety property is satisfied such that a particular set of dangerous states will never be reached. However, in large systems, the control functionality can become so complex that the flat, sequential FSM model becomes impractical because a very large number of states and transitions are required.

Hierarchical concurrent FSMs (HCFSMs) dramatically increase the usefulness of FSMs by extending them with structuring and communicating mechanisms. Hierarchy allows a state of an FSM to be refined into another FSM, i.e. a set of sub-states. Concurrency allows multiple simultaneously active states, each refined as an FSM, to communicate through messaging of some sort. However, most models that support HCFSMs tightly integrate one concurrency semantics with the FSM semantics. This prevents the designers from choosing among various concurrency semantics the one that is best applicable to the problem at hand. Moreover, like the basic FSM model, HCFSMs are good for describing control logic, but not for intensive data computation. Hence, they are not enough by themselves for the complete design of a system with both sophisticated control and intensive computation.

In fact, we observe that the FSM and the concurrency semantics in HCFSMs can be orthogonal properties. Moreover, the concurrent states of HCFSMs are actually the syntactic shorthand for interconnection of FSMs in a concurrency model. Therefore, in this thesis, we advocate decoupling the concurrency semantics from the FSM semantics. After equipping the basic FSM with hierarchy and heterogeneity, a hierarchical combination of FSMs with various concurrency models becomes feasible. We call this heterogeneous combination *charts (pronounced "starcharts"). *charts do not define a single concurrency semantics but rather show how FSMs interact with various concurrency models without ambiguities. This enables selection of the most appropriate concurrency model for the problem at hand. In particular, computation-oriented models, such as dataflow models, can be included to complement the FSMs. Using *charts, systems can truly be built up from
modular components that are separately designed, and each subsystem can be designed using the best suited model to it.
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Introduction

1.1 Reactive Systems

Complex systems can be generally categorized into three classes: transformational, interactive, and reactive systems [46][16]. Transformational systems operate on inputs available at the beginning and stop after delivering outputs at the end. Most traditional computing programs fall into this category. In contrast, interactive and reactive systems typically do not terminate (unless they fail). These systems maintain an ongoing series of interactions with their environment. Interactive systems constantly operate on inputs when the systems are ready, and deliver outputs when the systems are willing to. Examples of interactive systems include operating systems and multimedia network applications. This thesis is concerned with reactive systems, such as embedded systems, real-time systems, and many software systems. Unlike interactive systems that interact at their own speed, reactive systems follow a pace dictated by the environment. The environment determines when the systems must react and provides inputs. The systems respond to the inputs by possibly sending outputs to the environment.
1.1.1 Concurrency

An essential feature of reactive systems is concurrency [67]. Most reactive systems
contain multiple simultaneous components and modules that interact with one another
through messaging of some sort. Concurrency greatly complicates the design of reactive
systems. Fortunately, many models that support concurrency have been proposed [29] and
can be utilized to facilitate the system design. Examples of concurrency models include
communicating sequential processes [48], dataflow [34], discrete events [7], Petri nets
[74], process networks [54], and the synchronous/reactive model [10]. These models con-
ceptually define the rules of interaction among concurrent components and modules of a
system. Therefore, the designers can validate the correctness of intended concurrent
behaviors for a system specified and simulated with the concurrency models.

1.1.2 Control Logic

For most reactive systems, there is a clear distinction between control logic and data
computation [17]. In other words, the functionality performed in response to inputs is no
longer limited to data manipulation and numerical calculation. Instead, a sizable portion of
effort is often required to focus on control logic that manages the sequencing of operating
tasks and the switching among various modes in consecutive interaction. For instance, a
digital cellular phone may contain a signal processing part including speech compression
and decompression. In addition, it also needs to include a substantial amount of control
logic for call processing and multiple-access protocols.

1.2 Finite State Machines

Finite state machines (FSMs) have long been used to describe and analyze sequential
control logic. Visually, FSMs are represented in the form of nodes denoting states and arcs
denoting transitions. In figure 1.1(a), an FSM is used to specify the controller of an elevator in a three-story building. Compared with the specification using plain English (see figure 1.1(b)) and C code (see figure 1.1(c)), the FSM is more effective in conveying information about the control behavior of the system. Furthermore, due to their finite nature, FSMs yield better to analysis and synthesis than alternative control flow models, such as flowcharts [32][81]. For example, with an FSM, a designer can enumerate the set of reachable states to assure that a safety property is satisfied such that a particular set of dangerous states will never be reached. However, in large systems, the control functionality can become so complex that the flat, sequential FSM model becomes impractical because a very large number of states and transitions are required.

1.3 Hierarchical Concurrent Finite State Machines

Hierarchical concurrent FSMs (HCFSMs) dramatically increase the usefulness of FSMs by extending them with structuring and communicating mechanisms. Hierarchy allows a state of an FSM to be refined into another FSM, i.e. a set of sub-states. Concurrency allows multiple active states, each refined as an FSM, to operate simultaneously and to communicate with one another. Figure 1.2(a) illustrates a HCFSM that specifies a three-bit counter with initialization and interruption mechanisms. In this figure, the Counting state is decomposed into three concurrent states, A, B, and C, each of them further refined into two states. Compared with the specification in a flat FSM model (see figure 1.2(b)), the HCFSM model can reduce the complexity of state and transition spaces because of its concurrency and hierarchy.

A popular and seminal representative of the HCFSM model was introduced as the Statecharts formalism [43]. Since then, a number of variants have been explored [86], including the Argos language [69]. The Statecharts formalism and most of its variants
(a) Finite state machine

If the elevator is on the floor 1 and the floor requested is the floor 1, then the elevator remains on the floor 1.
If the elevator is on the floor 1 and the floor requested is the floor 2, then the elevator is raised up 1 floor.
If the elevator is on the floor 1 and the floor requested is the floor 3, then the elevator is raised up 2 floors.
If the elevator is on the floor 2 and the floor requested is the floor 1, then the elevator is lowered down 1 floor.
If the elevator is on the floor 2 and the floor requested is the floor 2, then the elevator remains on the floor 2.
If the elevator is on the floor 2 and the floor requested is the floor 3, then the elevator is raised up 1 floor.
If the elevator is on the floor 3 and the floor requested is the floor 1, then the elevator is lowered down 2 floors.
If the elevator is on the floor 3 and the floor requested is the floor 2, then the elevator is lowered down 1 floor.
If the elevator is on the floor 3 and the floor requested is the floor 3, then the elevator remains on the floor 3.

(b) Plain English

while (1) {
    switch (cur) {
        case 1:
            if (req_1) {
                u_1=0; d_1=0; u_2=0; d_2=0; cur=1;
            } else if (req_2) {
                u_1=1; d_1=0; u_2=0; d_2=0; cur=2;
            } else if (req_3) {
                u_1=0; d_1=0; u_2=1; d_2=0; cur=3;
            }
            break;
        case 2:
            if (req_1) {
                u_1=0; d_1=1; u_2=0; d_2=0; cur=1;
            } else if (req_2) {
                u_1=0; d_1=0; u_2=0; d_2=0; cur=2;
            } else if (req_3) {
                u_1=1; d_1=0; u_2=0; d_2=0; cur=3;
            }
            break;
        case 3:
            if (req_1) {
                u_1=0; d_1=0; u_2=0; d_2=1; cur=1;
            } else if (req_2) {
                u_1=0; d_1=1; u_2=0; d_2=0; cur=2;
            } else if (req_3) {
                u_1=0; d_1=0; u_2=0; d_2=0; cur=3;
            }
            break;
    }
}

(c) C code

Figure 1.1 Specification of an elevator controller by three different approaches.
Figure 1.2 Specification of a three-bit counter with initialization and interruption mechanisms by the HCFSM and the FSM models.
have concurrency semantics based on the synchronous/reactive model. Nevertheless, many schemes have evolved to adopt concurrency models that are significantly different from that of Statecharts. Examples include codesign finite state machines (CFSMs) [28][6] with a discrete-event model, the process coordination calculus (PCC) [39][73] with a dataflow model, the SpecCharts language [70][71] with a discrete-event model, and the specification and description language (SDL) [83][9] with a process network model.

In general, HCFSMs have two major weaknesses. First, the concurrency semantics within the HCFSM model is tightly integrated with the FSM semantics. As a consequence, most formalisms that support HCFSMs only provide a build-in and fixed concurrency semantics. However, while the von Neumann model has introduced a widely accepted semantics for sequential behaviors, no universal model has yet emerged for concurrent behaviors [59]. Thus, using those formalisms will prevent the designers from choosing among various concurrency semantics the one that is best applicable to the problem at hand.

Furthermore, similar to basic FSMs, HCFSMs are awkward for expressing data computation, even though they are well-suited for control logic. For example, a HCFSM in figure 1.3(a) describes a simple six-bit counter. However, the same system behavior can be more elegantly specified by a dataflow graph depicted in figure 1.3(b). Hence, the HCFSM model is not enough by itself to effectively complete the design of a system with both sophisticated control and intensive computation.

1.4 Our Scheme: *charts

In fact, we observe that FSM, concurrency and hierarchy can be orthogonal semantic properties in the HCFSM model. The FSM semantics specifies the sequential behavior of a system in the form of states and transitions. The concurrency semantics specifies the
interaction between multiple simultaneous states, each refined as an FSM. The hierarchy semantics specifies the interaction between a state and the refining FSM in that state. Moreover, the concurrent states in a HCFSM (see figure 1.4(a)) are actually syntactic shorthand for interconnection of FSMs communicating within a concurrency model (see figure 1.4(b)). This means that the HCFSM model can be considered as the hierarchical combination of the FSM and the concurrency models.

Therefore, we advocate decoupling the concurrency semantics from the FSM semantics. After equipping the basic FSM with hierarchy and heterogeneity, the hierarchical combination of FSMs with various concurrency models becomes feasible. We call this

![Diagram](image)

(a) HCFSM specification

![Diagram](image)

(b) Dataflow specification

Figure 1.3 Specification of a six-bit counter by the HCFSM and the dataflow models.
heterogeneous combination *charts\(^1\) (pronounced “starcharts”). In *charts, we do not define a single concurrency semantics but rather show how FSMs interact with various concurrency models without ambiguities. This enables selection of the most appropriate concurrency model for the problem at hand. In particular, computation-oriented models,

![Diagram of concurrent states in a HCFSM](image)

(a) Concurrent states in a HCFSM

![Diagram of interconnection of FSMs in a concurrency model](image)

(b) Interconnection of FSMs in a concurrency model

**Figure 1.4** The concurrent states in a HCFSM are actually syntactic shorthand for interconnection of FSMs in a concurrency model.

---

1. The asterisk is meant to suggest a wildcard, which stands for an arbitrary number of concurrency models that can be integrated with the FSM model.
such as dataflow models, can be included to complement the FSMs. Using *charts, systems can truly be built up from modular components that are separately designed, and each subsystem can be designed using the best suited model to it.

1.5 Related Work

1.5.1 Statecharts

The Statecharts [43] formalism was developed mainly for specification of control-dominated reactive systems. In Statecharts, FSMs can be hierarchically and concurrently combined through two major innovations. First, a state of an FSM can be decomposed into a set of sequential substates, i.e. another FSM. For example, figure 1.5(a) depicts a state A refined into three sequential substates B, C, and D. The state A is called an OR state, since being in state A has the interpretation of being in one of its substates B, C, or D. Second, a state of an FSM can be decomposed into a set of concurrent substates, each of them further refined as an FSM. For example, in figure 1.5(b), a state A is refined into two concurrent substates B and C, each of them further refined into two substates. The state A is

![Figure 1.5](image)

Figure 1.5 Examples of an OR state and an AND state in Statecharts.
called an AND state, since being in state A is interpreted as being in both of its immediate
substates B and C simultaneously.

The Statecharts formalism has become very successful due to its compact and intuitive
representation of FSMs. However, in Statecharts, there exist problems for some syntactic
constructs, such as the inter-level transitions that are considered by many as violating
modularity in hierarchical design. In addition, there are questions left open about some
semantics, such as the behavior of parallel transitions in cyclic dependency. Hence, those
issues concerning syntax and semantics give rise to the proliferation of at least twenty-one
variants of Statecharts [86].

1.5.2 Argos

The Argos language [69][68] is perhaps the best known one among those Statecharts
variants that attempt to solve the syntactic and semantic problems. It basically follows the
approaches pioneered by Statecharts to graphically represent HCFSMs. Nonetheless,
Argos improves the syntax and semantics of Statecharts in several ways. In Argos, to
allow the modular design of complex systems, transitions between states are confined
within the same level of hierarchy. Moreover, the Statecharts formalism loosely defines
that concurrent states communicate through broadcasting mechanism, where a transition
can emit an event that is immediately broadcast to the entire system. The Argos language
further applies fixed point semantics formally to concurrency, and thus resolves the causality
problems resulting from cyclic dependency among concurrent states. In addition, local
events can be used in Argos to reduce the scope of broadcast to a specific subsystem
instead of the whole system.
1.5.3 Mini-Statecharts

Another interesting Statecharts variant is the Mini-Statecharts formalism [76][77]. Using the approach adopted by Argos, Mini-Statecharts removes some syntactic constructs, such as inter-level transitions, from Statecharts in order to enable system design in a fully modular way. However, unlike Argos, in which communication among concurrent states is always interpreted with fixed point semantics, Mini-Statecharts supports three types of feedback operators, each of them providing a different communication mechanism. Under an instantaneous feedback, an event emitted by a transition is broadcast at the same time instant as the event that causes the transition, and the execution of parallel transitions involves finding a fixed point for all events at the given instant of time. A micro-step feedback also allows an emitted event to be broadcast instantaneously, but the execution of parallel transitions follows a natural causal order. Finally, an emitted event using a delayed feedback will be broadcast at the next time instant instead of the same time instant.

1.5.4 SpecCharts

The SpecCharts language [70][71] is based on the program-state machine model [36][84], where imperative program constructs are allowed to reside in the leaf states of HCFSMs. The HCFSM description supported by SpecCharts has a concurrency semantics that is fundamentally different from that common in the Statecharts family. The SpecCharts language is created as an extension of VHDL [5], and thus exhibits the same concurrency semantics as that of VHDL, which is essentially a discrete-event model. Another feature in SpecCharts is that two types of transition arcs are differentiated for exiting from hierarchical states. A transition-on-completion arc will be taken only when the subsystem of the source state has completed its specified behaviors. A transition-immediately arc will
be taken immediately regardless of whether the specified behaviors in the subsystem of the
source state have been finished or not.

1.5.5 Specification and Description Language

The specification and description language (SDL) [83] was standardized by CCITT
(International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee), and is mainly known
for its applications in protocol specification [9]. A system described in SDL consists of a
number of FSMs communicating in a process network. In contrast to other schemes that
support HCFSMs, SDL permits FSMs only in the leaf components of the hierarchy, and
thus has limited compositionality. Moreover, in an SDL specification, each FSM is treated
as a process attached with an infinite-size buffer, and the network of concurrent processes
communicate through those buffers with blocking read, non-blocking write mechanism.

1.6 Summary

Most modern reactive systems have both intricate control and sophisticated concur-
rency requirements. Thus, combining FSMs with concurrency models is an attractive and
increasingly popular approach to design. Since the Statecharts formalism was introduced,
a number of variants have been explored. The Argos language, for example, combines
FSMs with a synchronous/reactive model. Many researchers have combined FSMs with
concurrent models that are significantly different from that of Statecharts. The SpecCharts
language combines a discrete-event model with FSMs. The specification and description
language combines a process network model with FSMs. Codesign finite state machines
combine a discrete-event model with FSMs. The process coordination calculus combines
a dataflow model with FSMs. All of these examples, however, tightly intertwine the con-
currency model with FSMs. In addition, most of them focus on specification of intricate
control logic and thus are not good for specification of intensive data computation.
In this thesis, we advocate decoupling the concurrency model from the FSM model. We describe a family of models, called *charts. Unlike other hierarchical concurrent FSM models, *charts does not define a single concurrency model, but rather shows how to embed FSMs within a variety of concurrency models. Thus, designers can choose the best suited concurrency model for the problem at hand. Moreover, each model has its own strengths and weakness, our *charts formalism allows the designers to mix and match various models such that different models can complement one another. For example, if data-flow models are included, they can be used to specify computation-intensive parts of the system and thus can complement the weakness of FSMs.

In the chapters that follow, we will present the details of our *charts formalism, which hierarchically nests FSMs with various concurrency models. In chapter 2, we begin by adapting a standard notation for FSMs, which is compact and efficient when considering an FSM in isolation, to get a notation more suitable for studying compositions of FSMs. In chapter 3, we consider combining FSMs with five popular concurrency models: discrete events (DE), the synchronous/reactive model (SR), synchronous dataflow (SDF), dynamic dataflow (DDF), and communicating sequential processes (CSP). In chapter 4, we demonstrate how to apply *charts in practical applications. Finally, in chapter 5, we summarize the results and discuss open areas for future work.
2

Finite State Machines (FSMs)

2.1 The Basic FSM

An FSM is a five tuple \([51]\)

\[(Q, \Sigma, \Delta, \sigma, q_0)\]

where

- \(Q\) is a finite set of states.
- \(\Sigma\) is an input alphabet, consisting of a set of input symbols.
- \(\Delta\) is an output alphabet, consisting of a set of output symbols.
- \(\sigma\) is a transition function, mapping \(Q \times \Sigma\) to \(Q \times \Delta\).
- \(q_0 \in Q\) denotes the initial state.

In one reaction, the FSM maps a current state \(\alpha \in Q\) and an input symbol \(u \in \Sigma\) to a next state \(\beta \in Q\) and an output symbol \(v \in \Delta\), where \(\sigma(\alpha, u) = (\beta, v)\). Given an initial state and a sequence of input symbols, a trace (a sequence of reactions) will produce a sequence of states and a sequence of output symbols. All traces are potentially infinite.

A directed graph, called a state transition diagram, is popular for describing an FSM. As shown in figure 2.1, each elliptic node represents a state and each arc represents a tran-
transition. Each transition is labeled by "guard / action", where guard ∈ Σ and action ∈ Δ.
The arc without a source state points to the initial state, i.e. state α. During one reaction of
the FSM, one transition is taken, chosen from the set of enabled transitions. An enabled
transition is an outgoing transition from the current state where the guard matches the cur-
rent input symbol. The FSM goes to the destination state of the taken transition and pro-
duces the output symbol indicated by the action of the taken transition.

We focus on deterministic and reactive FSMs. An FSM is deterministic if from any
state there exists at most one enabled transition for each input symbol. An FSM is reactive
if from any state there exists at least one enabled transition for each input symbol. To
ensure all our FSMs to be reactive but not to complicate the notation, every state is
assumed to have an implicit self transition (going back to the same state) for each input
symbol that is not a guard of an explicit outgoing transition. Each such self transition has
as its action some default output symbol, denoted by ε, which has to be an element of Δ.

For example, figure 2.1 describes an FSM with Q = {α, β}, Σ = {u, v}, Δ = {ε, x, y}, q₀
= α and σ: Q × Σ → Q × Δ. Moreover, in addition to the two explicit transitions σ(α, v) =
(β, y) and σ(β, u) = (α, x), we also must have the implicit self transitions σ(α, u) = (α, ε)
and σ(β, v) = (β, ε). A possible trace of this FSM is shown in figure 2.2.
2.2 Multiple Inputs and Multiple Outputs

An FSM is embedded in an environment. The environment may be part of an overall system under design, or may be out of the designer's control. In either case, the environment provides a sequence of input symbols, and the FSM reacts by producing a sequence of output symbols, meanwhile tracing a sequence of states. At each reaction, the FSM responds to a single input symbol from the environment and produces a single output symbol to the environment. However, the interaction of the FSM with the environment frequently needs to be modeled in more detail. It may not be convenient to consider the FSM to have only a single input and a single output, as shown in figure 2.3(a). Instead, multiple inputs and multiple outputs may be a more natural model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current State</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Symbol</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next State</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Symbol</td>
<td>ε</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ε</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.2** A possible trace for the basic FSM in figure 2.1.

**Figure 2.3** Interaction of the FSM with the environment: (a) single input and single output, and (b) multiple inputs and multiple outputs.
To handle this, the input alphabet $\Sigma$ can be factored and expressed as a cartesian product $\Sigma_1 \times \Sigma_2 \times \ldots \times \Sigma_M$. Hence, at a reaction, the input to the FSM consists of $M$ events, where the $i$th event carries a symbol from the event alphabet $\Sigma_i$. The output alphabet can be similarly factored and expressed as $\Delta = \Delta_1 \times \Delta_2 \times \ldots \times \Delta_N$. Hence, at a reaction, the output from the FSM consists of $N$ events. At each reaction, the FSM responds to a set of $M$ events from the environment, and produces a set of $N$ events to the environment, as shown in figure 2.3(b).

### 2.3 The Pure FSM

A common special case is the pure FSM, where both the input and the output alphabets have size power of two (i.e. $\text{size}(\Sigma) = 2^M$ and $\text{size}(\Delta) = 2^N$), and the size of each event alphabet is two (i.e. $\text{size}(\Sigma_i) = 2$ for $1 \leq i \leq M$, and $\text{size}(\Delta_j) = 2$ for $1 \leq j \leq N$). This is interpreted to mean that at a reaction, each event is either absent or present (hence, $\text{size}(\Sigma_i) = 2$ and $\text{size}(\Delta_j) = 2$).

Instead of the input alphabet $\Sigma$ and the output alphabet $\Delta$, a pure FSM is specified with the input events $I$ and the output events $O$, where each event is denoted by a name. Nevertheless, the input and the output alphabets of the pure FSM can still be deduced from the given input and output events, respectively. For example, consider a pure FSM with two input events $I = \{u, v\}$ and two output events $O = \{x, y\}$. The event alphabet for $u$ is denoted by $\Sigma_1 = \{u, \bar{u}\}$, which means that $\{u$ is absent, $u$ is present$\}$, and the event alphabet for $v$ is denoted by $\Sigma_2 = \{\bar{v}, v\}$. Thus, the input alphabet $\Sigma$ is equal to $\Sigma_1 \times \Sigma_2$, i.e.
The output alphabet $\Delta$ can be similarly deduced and is $\{xy, xy, xy, xy\}$, where $xy$ (i.e. absent for both events) is considered the default output symbol $\epsilon$.

In a pure FSM, the size of the input alphabet grows exponentially with the number of input events. Hence, for describing a pure FSM, it can easily require a very large number of transitions if from every state an explicit outgoing transition is specified for every input symbol. To alleviate this problem, the guard of a transition can be a subset of the input alphabet instead of a single input symbol. This allows us to compactly represent a single transition an ensemble of transitions that have the same action. Usually, a subset of the input alphabet can be more briefly denoted by a boolean expression in the input events. For example, for an input alphabet $\Sigma = \{\overline{u}, \overline{v}, u, v\}$, the boolean expression "$\neg u \lor v$" (not $u$ or $v$) represents the subset $\{\overline{u}, \overline{v}, uv\}$. Therefore, for the pure FSM, the guards will be represented as boolean expressions in the input events. Figure 2.4 illustrates a pure FSM with states $Q = \{\alpha, \beta\}$ and input events $I = \{u, v\}$. The guard "$\neg u \lor v$" of the transition from state $\alpha$ to state $\beta$ is enabled by any input symbol in $\{\overline{u}, \overline{v}, uv\}$. The guard "$u$" of the transition from state $\beta$ to state $\beta$ is enabled by any input symbol in $\{\overline{u}, uv\}$.

---

1. The standard notation for an element of the cartesian product is a tuple, such as $(a, b) \in A \times B$ where $a \in A$ and $b \in B$. Here we use a more compact notation to denote the element, i.e. $ab$ instead of $(a, b)$. This notation is highly compact when we want to form a complex cartesian product in a later section.
The action of the transition in a pure FSM is also specified in a compact notation. It only lists output events that are present at the reaction in which this transition is taken. All other output events that are not explicitly emitted in the action are implied absent at the reaction. Consider the example of figure 2.4 with output events $O = \{x, y\}$. The action "x" of the transition from state $\beta$ to state $\beta$ implies the output symbol $x\bar{y}$. Thus, the output event $x$ is present and the output event $y$ is absent when this transition is taken. If all output events are implicitly absent for a transition, the action is omitted together with the slash before it. For the example in figure 2.4, the label of the transition from state $\beta$ to state $\alpha$ is just the guard "−$u \land v$" (not $u$ and $v$), and when this transition is taken, both output events $x$ and $y$ are implicitly absent.

Figure 2.5 shows a possible trace for the pure FSM of figure 2.4. Note that in state $\beta$, when both input events $u$ and $v$ are absent, an implicit self transition is taken and thus both output events $x$ and $y$ are absent.

### 2.4 The Valued FSM

The valued FSM is an augmentation of the pure FSM with arithmetic handling. In a valued FSM, the input and the output alphabets are again factored into event alphabets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current State</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next State</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y$</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.5 A possible trace for the pure FSM in figure 2.4.
Some event alphabets may have size two like in the pure FSM. Most importantly, however, each of the remaining event alphabets is further factored and expressed as a cartesian product of two alphabets, a status alphabet and a value alphabet. The status alphabets of these event alphabets all have size two. This is again interpreted to mean that at a reaction, each of these events is either absent or present. The sizes of the value alphabets may be different in different event alphabets, and they might even be infinite. Each element of the value alphabet is interpreted to represent

• a value that the event carries, when the event is present at a reaction,

• a default value, when the event is absent at the first reaction,

• or a value that is required to be the same as at the previous reaction, when the event is absent at a reaction.

An event is called a pure event if it corresponds to an event alphabet with size two. Otherwise, it is called a valued event if it corresponds to an event alphabet that is further factored. Note that the pure FSM is simply a degenerate case of the valued FSM, consisting of only pure events.

For example, consider a valued FSM with two input events $I = \{u, v\}$. Suppose that $u$ is a valued event with a value alphabet denoted by $\{(0), (1)\}$ and $v$ is a pure event. Thus, the event alphabet for $u$ is $\Sigma_1 = \{\bar{u}(0), \bar{u}(1), u(0), u(1)\}$, which means that $\{u$ is absent but with the previous value 0, $u$ is absent but with the previous value 1, $u$ is present with a value 0, $u$ is present with a value 1$\}$, and the event alphabet for $v$ is simply $\Sigma_2 = \{\bar{v}, v\}$. As a result, the input alphabet of the valued FSM is $\Sigma = \{\bar{u}(0)v, \bar{u}(0)v, \bar{u}(1)v, \bar{u}(1)v, u(0)v, u(0)v, u(1)v, u(1)v\}$.

1. The parentheses around each value serve a special purpose: They can clearly distinguish the status and the value for an event in the resulting input and output alphabets denoted in our compact notation.
While the pure event carries only a status (either absent or present), the valued event carries both a status and a value. This may cause ambiguity when the guard of a transition is specified as a boolean expression that contains valued events, since it is unclear whether the boolean expression operates on the statuses or the values of valued events. For example, if \( \Sigma_1 = \{ \overline{u}(0), \overline{u}(1), u(0), u(1) \} \), \( \Sigma_2 = \{ \overline{v}(0), \overline{v}(1), v(0), v(1) \} \) and \( \Sigma = \Sigma_1 \times \Sigma_2 \), a guard \( \neg u \land v \) may represent the subset \( \{ \overline{u}(0)v(0), \overline{u}(0)v(1), \overline{u}(1)v(0), \overline{u}(1)v(1) \} \) based on the statuses of the events or the subset \( \{ \overline{u}(0)v(1), \overline{u}(0)v(1), u(0)v(1), u(0)v(1) \} \) based on the values of the events. One solution is to introduce new operators that explicitly refer to the status and the value of an event, respectively. In Esterel [18], for example, "present \( u \)" refers to the status of the event \( u \), and "?\( u \)" refers to the value.

However, we prefer another solution that does not introduce new operators to complicate the notation. Similar to Statemate [45], we further refine the guard of the transition into two parts and denote the guard as "trigger [condition]", where trigger and condition are the boolean expressions in the input events. To distinguish references to the status and the value of an event, we define that an event is referred to by status if it appears in the trigger of a guard or by value if it appears in the condition of a guard. Note that a pure event must not appear in the condition of a guard since it does not carry a value. The subset of \( \Sigma \) represented by the guard is defined as the intersection of the two subsets of \( \Sigma \) represented by the trigger and the condition. If a transition does not depend on the values of the input events at all, the condition of the guard is omitted together with the brackets around it. In this case, the subset of \( \Sigma \) represented by the guard is simply the subset of \( \Sigma \) represented by the trigger. Similarly, the trigger of a guard can be omitted. However, we consider omission of the trigger for a transition to serve a special purpose, which will be described in section 2.11.

Consider a valued FSM depicted in figure 2.6, which has states \( Q = \{ \alpha, \beta \} \) and input events \( I = \{ u, v \} \). Suppose that \( \Sigma_1 = \{ \overline{u}(0), \overline{u}(1), u(0), u(1) \} \) and \( \Sigma_2 = \{ \overline{v}(0), \overline{v}(1), v(0), v(1) \} \).
\(v(1)\). The trigger \(\neg u \land v\) of the guard for the transition from state \(\beta\) to state \(\alpha\) represents the subset \(\{\tilde{u}(0)v(0), \tilde{u}(0)v(1), \tilde{u}(1)v(0), \tilde{u}(1)v(1)\}\). The condition \(u = 1 \land v \neq 1\) (\(u\) equal to 1 and \(v\) not equal to 1) of the same guard represents the subset \(\{\tilde{u}(1)v(0), \tilde{u}(1)v(0), u(1)v(0), u(1)v(0)\}\). Thus, the guard \(\neg u \land v \land [u = 1 \land v \neq 1]\) is enabled by the input symbol in \(\{\tilde{u}(1)v(0)\}\). The guard of the transition from state \(\alpha\) to state \(\alpha\) is just the trigger \(\neg u \land v\). Thus, this guard is enabled by any input symbol in \(\{u(0)v(0), u(0)v(1), u(1)v(0), u(1)v(1)\}\), which is the subset of \(\Sigma\) represented by the trigger.

In a valued FSM, in addition to listing the output events to be emitted, the action of the transition is augmented with value assignment, which allows each emitted event to be assigned a value. Note that a pure event must not be assigned a value since it does not carry a value. In the valued FSM of figure 2.6, suppose that \(O = \{x, y]\), \(\Delta_1 = \{\tilde{x}(0), \tilde{x}(1), x(0), x(1)\}\), and \(\Delta_2 = \{\tilde{y}(0), \tilde{y}(1), y(0), y(1)\}\). The action \(\langle x(1), y(0)\rangle\) of the transition from state \(\beta\) to state \(\beta\) represents the output symbol \(x(1)y(0)\). Thus, the output events \(x\) and \(y\) are present with the values 1 and 0, respectively, when this transition is taken. The value assigned to the emitted event of an action is not limited to a constant. It can be an expression in the input events that are referred to by value. Thus, a number of transitions may be compactly represented by a single transition that has an action with expression assign-
ment. Consider the example in figure 2.6. The action \(x(u), y(u \lor v)\) of the transition from state \(\alpha\) to state \(\alpha\) may represent the output symbol \(x(0)y(0), x(0)y(1),\) or \(x(1)y(1)\) depending on the current values of the input events \(u\) and \(v\). If the valued event emitted in an action is not assigned a value, it is considered to have a default value, chosen from the corresponding value alphabet. In figure 2.6, the action \(x, y\) of the transition from state \(\alpha\) to state \(\beta\) represents the output symbol \(x(0)y(0)\), assuming that the default values for the output events \(x\) and \(y\) both are the value 0. Same as in the pure FSM, the output events that are not explicitly emitted are implied absent. However, one subtlety is that the resulting output symbol depends on the previous values of those absent events. For the example in figure 2.6, the action \(\gamma(1)\) of the transition from state \(\beta\) to state \(\alpha\) may represent the output symbol \(\tilde{x}(0)y(1)\) or \(\tilde{x}(1)y(1)\) depending on the previous value of output event \(x\).

A possible trace for the valued FSM of figure 2.6 is shown in figure 2.7. Note that if an input or output event is absent at a reaction, its value must be the same as at the previous reaction, as required by the interpretation of the value alphabet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current State</th>
<th>(\alpha)</th>
<th>(\beta)</th>
<th>(\beta)</th>
<th>(\alpha)</th>
<th>(\alpha)</th>
<th>(\delta)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(u) (status)</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u) (value)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v) (status)</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v) (value)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next State</td>
<td>(\beta)</td>
<td>(\beta)</td>
<td>(\alpha)</td>
<td>(\alpha)</td>
<td>(\beta)</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(x) (status)</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(x) (value)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(y) (status)</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(y) (value)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.7  A possible trace for the valued FSM in figure 2.6.
As mentioned earlier, the size of the value alphabet for a valued event can be infinite. This is one key feature for the valued FSM to be more expressive than the pure FSM. For example, in a valued FSM, suppose that the value alphabet for an input event \( u \) is \( \mathbb{N} \) (the set of natural numbers). Thus, a transition with the guard "\( u [u != 0] \)" compactly represents an infinite number of transitions that have the same action. Moreover, suppose that an output event \( x \) also has \( \mathbb{N} \) as its value alphabet. Thus, a transition with the action "\( x(u) \)" compactly represents an infinite number of transitions that have the same guard. We cannot have the same expressiveness as shown in these two scenarios by just using the pure FSM.

However, one of our goals is to provide heterogeneity, which will be discussed in section 2.6. This allows the pure FSM to be used without fundamental loss of expressiveness if it is used in conjunction with a foreign model that supports arithmetic handling. For example, instead of a guard "\( u [u != 0] \)" in a valued FSM, we could specify a guard "\( u \wedge w \)" in a pure FSM and externally compute the function

\[
  w = \begin{cases} 
    \text{present}; & u != 0 \\
    \text{absent}; & \text{otherwise}
  \end{cases}
\]

in the foreign model.

Nevertheless, the valued FSM does provide a more convenient syntax for arithmetic operations directly within the FSM. For example, consider a valued FSM with input events \( I = \{u, v\} \) and output events \( O = \{x, y\} \). Suppose that the value alphabet is \( \mathbb{N} \) for every input and every output events. Then, the arithmetic expression can be contained in the condition of a guard, such as "\( (u + v) * u = 8 \)". In addition, it can be included by the expression assigned to the emitted event in an action, such as "\( x(u + v), y(u * v) \)".
2.5 Hierarchy

FSMs, which are flat and sequential, have a major weakness: Most practical systems have a very large number of transitions and states. To alleviate this problem, hierarchy allows a state of the FSM to be refined into another FSM. For example, figure 2.8 shows a hierarchical FSM in which state $\beta$ is refined. With respect to the inner FSM called the slave, the outer FSM is called the master. Moreover, if a state is refined, it is called a hierarchical state, such as state $\beta$; otherwise, the state is called an atomic state, such as state $\alpha$. The input events for the slave are a subset of the input events for the master. Similarly, the output events from the slave are a subset of the output events from the master.

The hierarchy semantics define how the slave reacts relative to the reaction of its master. A reasonable semantics defines one reaction of the hierarchical FSM as follows: If the current state is an atomic state, the hierarchical FSM behaves just like an FSM without hierarchy. If the current state is a hierarchical state, first the corresponding slave reacts, and then the master reacts. Thus, two transitions are taken, and their actions must be somehow merged into one.

![Figure 2.8 A hierarchical FSM.](image-url)
In the case that the output event is pure, it is easy to avoid conflicting definitions of the event between the actions of the slave and the master. We take an output event to be present if the action of the master or any slave below it emits that event. Since an action does not explicitly set an output event absent, no conflict is possible for the pure event in this syntax.

Now we consider that the output event is valued, and distinguish three cases.

- When an output event is emitted by only one action in either the master or any slave, it is present with a value assigned by the action that emits it.

- When an output event is not emitted by any action, it is absent but with a value the same as the most recent value retained by the master. Even if any slave has a different previous value for the output event, this value should not be used since it must be older than the one retained by the master (otherwise the master should have known and retained it).

- When an output event is emitted by more than one action: If these actions emit the event with the same value, the event is present with that value. However, conflicting definitions of the output event occur if these actions emit the event with different values. In Esterel [18], a function can be specified to combine the conflicting definitions. For example, for two natural numbers, the values might be added. We prefer to consider this an error situation, because the values can be more conveniently and flexibly combined externally in a foreign model that is better suited to numerical computation. Thus, at a reaction, no more than one transition should emit the same output event with different values.

Consider the example of figure 2.8 with input events $I = \{u, v\}$ and output events $O = \{x, y\}$. Suppose that the input event $u$ and the output event $x$ are the valued events with $\&$
as their value alphabets, and the events $v$ and $y$ are the pure events. A possible trace for this hierarchical FSM is shown in figure 2.9. In this example, the hierarchical FSM has only two levels. However, the slave can actually be another hierarchical FSM, so the depth of hierarchy is arbitrary. The semantics generalizes trivially.

At a fundamental level, hierarchy adds nothing to expressiveness. Neither does it reduce the number of states. However, it can significantly reduce the number of transitions and make the FSM more intuitive and easy to understand. The transition from state $\beta$ to state $\alpha$ in figure 2.8 is simply a compact notation for transitions from state $\gamma$ to state $\alpha$ and state $\delta$ to state $\alpha$.

2.6 Heterogeneity

An FSM (even with hierarchy) is not by itself adequate for describing most complex systems. For one thing, this model is extremely awkward for expressing intensive numerical computations. Therefore, for practical application to complex systems, the FSM has to be combined with other models, i.e. we have to add heterogeneity to the FSM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current State</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta, \gamma$</th>
<th>$\beta, \delta$</th>
<th>$\beta, \gamma$</th>
<th>$\ldots$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$u$ (status)</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$ (value)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$ (status)</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next State</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$\beta, \gamma$</td>
<td>$\beta, \delta$</td>
<td>$\beta, \gamma$</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$ (status)</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$ (value)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y$ (status)</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>$\ldots$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.9** A possible trace for the hierarchical FSM in figure 2.8.
One convenient way to support heterogeneity is the black box approach. For a system consisting of a set of interconnected modules, each module can be treated as a black box. Some model is chosen to govern the interaction between boxes, but the contents of boxes need not be governed by this same model. The only requirement is that the interfaces of boxes must conform to a standard accepted by this model. Thus, a box may encapsulate a subsystem specified by one model within a system specified by another. In other words, heterogeneity allows different models to be systematically and modularly combined together.

Our hierarchical FSM is easily extended to support heterogeneity. The slave of a hierarchical state need not be an FSM. The key principle is that the slave must have a well-defined terminating computation that reacts to input events by possibly asserting output events. Therefore, the slave could be, for example, a Turing machine (that halts), a C procedure (that eventually returns), a dataflow graph (with a well-defined iteration), etc. It could even be concurrent.

The hierarchy semantics is similarly defined as in section 2.5 with one subtle modification: If the current state is a hierarchical state, first the corresponding slave is invoked, and then the master reacts. When the slave is invoked, it performs a determinate and finite operation, called a step of the slave, which reacts to input events and may assert output events. One step of a slave FSM is one reaction of the FSM.

In the reverse scenario, we need for an FSM to be able to describe a module inside some other model. This can be done as long as that model provides a way to determine the input events and when a reaction should occur for each FSM. For example, in figure 2.10, an outer model is schematically illustrated with rectangular boxes representing modules. Two FSMs are embedded inside the modules. Most interestingly, they are concurrent FSMs if the outer model has concurrent semantics.
2.7 Hierarchical Entries and Exits

When a slave of a hierarchical state is invoked for the first time, unambiguously it will start from its initial conditions (e.g. the initial state for an FSM). When it is subsequently invoked, we may wish to reinitialize it or allow it to continue from the last known conditions. Thus, as in Statecharts [43], we support a transition entering a hierarchical state to be either initial entry or history entry. Initial entry starts the slave from the initial conditions like the first invocation. History entry permits the slave to resume computation from the final conditions of the last invocation.

As shown in figure 2.11, we illustrate an initial entry by additionally drawing a small circle with an I in it at the end of an arc. For example, the transition from state $\alpha$ to state $\beta$ is an initial entry. When this transition is taken in a reaction, the slave inside the next state $\beta$ will be invoked from its initial state $\gamma$ in the next reaction. The other transitions without additional drawing at the end of arcs are considered the history entries. For example, the transition from state $\alpha$ to state $\alpha$ is a history entry. When this transition is taken in a reaction, the slave inside the next state $\alpha$ will be invoked from its last state in the next reaction. In figure 2.11, the slaves may actually be specified by other models as discussed in section
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Figure 2.10 Two FSMs are embedded inside the modules of another model.
2.6. Hence, each inner model must also provide a way to start from its initial conditions or to continue from the last known conditions in response to an initial entry or a history entry.

Under normal circumstances of a hierarchical FSM, if the current state is a hierarchical state, the corresponding slave is invoked prior to taking the transition. However, we may need to immediately interrupt before the slave is invoked in some situations. Thus, we support a transition exiting from a hierarchical state to be either preemptive or non-preemptive [86]. If a preemptive transition is taken, the slave of the current state will not be invoked. Otherwise, for a non-preemptive transition, the slave is invoked normally.

As shown in figure 2.11, we depict a preemptive transition by additionally drawing a small circle at the beginning of an arc. For example, the transition from state $\beta$ to state $\alpha$ is preemptive. This preemptive transition is taken when the hierarchical FSM is in state $\beta$ and substate $\delta$ and the input events $u$ and $v$ are absent and present, respectively. Under this circumstance, the output event $y$ is absent (instead of present normally) since the slave inside state $\beta$ will not be invoked. The other transitions without additional drawing at the beginning of arcs are considered non-preemptive, such as the transition from state $\alpha$ to state $\beta$.

![Figure 2.11](image)

Figure 2.11 A hierarchical FSM with hierarchical entries and exits.
Consider the example of figure 2.11 with input events \( I = \{ u, v \} \) and output events \( O = \{ x, y \} \). Suppose that the input event \( u \) and the output event \( x \) are valued events with \( \mathcal{X} \) as their value alphabets, and the events \( v \) and \( y \) are pure events. A possible trace for this hierarchical FSM is shown in figure 2.12.

### 2.8 Shared Slaves

When supporting the hierarchy within an FSM, one direct approach is to simply have an individual slave attached to each hierarchical state. In contrast, however, we first let a collection of slaves be attached to the FSM and then associate each hierarchical state with a slave in the collection. This approach naturally enables multiple states to share a same slave.

One advantage of this sharing mechanism is to save redundant slaves. In the previous example (see figure 2.11), two slaves are exactly the same (except for the names of states), and either slave is reinitialized whenever the master switches to the corresponding state from the other state. Hence, it is not necessary to have two separate slaves. In other words, the two states of the master may share a same slave, as shown in figure 2.13. The traces of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current State</th>
<th>( \alpha, \lambda )</th>
<th>( \alpha, \lambda )</th>
<th>( \beta, \gamma )</th>
<th>( \beta, \delta )</th>
<th>( \alpha, \lambda )</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( u ) (status)</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u ) (value)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v ) (status)</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Next State</th>
<th>( \alpha, \lambda )</th>
<th>( \beta, \gamma )</th>
<th>( \beta, \delta )</th>
<th>( \alpha, \lambda )</th>
<th>( \beta, \gamma )</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x ) (status)</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x ) (value)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y ) (status)</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
this hierarchical FSM with a shared slave are exactly the same as those with two separate slaves (with substitution of $\lambda$ and $\tau$ by $\gamma$ and $\delta$, respectively, in the traces).

Another advantage is that the local conditions of a shared slave (e.g. the current state of an FSM) may be carried and accessed even across the reactions in which the master switches among different states. One typical application is the hybrid system [1][2], which can be considered a hierarchical FSM that has a shared slave as the dynamic laws of the system. This application will be further demonstrated in section 4.4.

2.9 Local Events

Similar to the Argos language [69], we allow the FSM to have local events. In general, the local events can be utilized in the following three scenarios.

- As local variables of the FSM: The local events can be used to retain information across the reactions of the FSM. In this case, they serve the same purpose as the local variables in an extended FSM [20][75][27]: They may reduce the number of visible states in the FSM. For example, figure 2.14 shows an FSM that emits an output event $x$.
whenever receiving an input event $u$ eight times. At the upper right corner, a rectangular box labeled with $r$ declares a local event $r$, which is used to count the occurrence of input event $u$. Without this local event, the FSM would have required a state for each occurrence of input event $u$ (up to the eighth time). Therefore, the local event $r$ hides an additional six states by its values.

- As output events of the slave: The local events can be used to pass information from the slave to the master FSM. For example, in figure 2.15, the master has a local event $r$, which is also the output event of the slave. Suppose that the master is in state $\alpha$ and the

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.14** An FSM with a local event as a local variable.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.15** A local event of the master serves as an output event of the slave.
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slave is in state $\gamma$. When the input event $u$ occurs, the slave takes the transition to state $\delta$ and emits the event $r$, which in turn let the master take the transition to state $\beta$. Moreover, the mechanism shown in figure 2.15 can replace an outgoing inter-level transition [86], which is considered by many a violation of modular design. In other words, the two transitions from state $\gamma$ to state $\delta$ and then state $\alpha$ to state $\beta$ have the same effect as a transition across hierarchy boundary from state $\gamma$ to state $\beta$ with a label “$u / x$”.

- As input events of the slave: The local events can be used to pass information from the master FSM to the slave. As shown in figure 2.16, the event $r$ is a local event of the master and an input event of the slave. The master starts in state $\alpha$, and when an input event $u$ occurs in a reaction, emits the event $r$ and takes the transition to state $\beta$. This causes the slave to take the transition to state $\delta$ in the next reaction. Note that since these two taken transitions must spread over two reactions of the hierarchical FSM, the local event itself is not enough to replace the incoming inter-level transition [86]. This problem will be resolved in section 2.10.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.16** A local event of the master serves as an input event of the slave.
2.10 Initial Transitions and Conditional Initial States

In our FSM, we extend an arc without a source state to be a fully functional transition in the sense that it may have a guard and an action. This transition is called an initial transition since it leads to the initial state. When an initial transition does not have a label, just like all we have seen so far, it is considered without a guard and an action, and is defined to be always enabled. One main purpose of the initial transition is to allow the FSM to perform initialization, such as assigning initial values of local events, before the FSM starts from its initial state either in the first reaction or due to initial entry. Consider figure 2.17 for example. The initial transition is labeled by “/ r(0)”. This transition is always enabled because it does not have a guard. Hence, before the FSM starts from the initial state α in the first reaction, it takes the initial transition and thus assigns the local event r a value 0.

Furthermore, we generalize the notion of an initial state to be a set of possible initial states. Each of these possible initial states is called a conditional initial state, and must be pointed to by an initial transition. When an FSM begins in the first reaction or is entered by an initial entry, one initial transition is taken, chosen from the set of enabled initial transitions. Then, the FSM starts from the conditional initial state which the taken initial transition points to. To maintain determinism and reactivity of the FSM, it is required that there exists exactly one enabled initial transition. For example, in figure 2.18, an FSM

![Figure 2.17 An FSM with an initial transition to initialize a local event.](image)
starts from either state $\alpha$ or state $\beta$ depending on whether input event $u$ is present or absent.

As shown in figure 2.19, now we can replace the incoming inter-level transition by a transition with initial entry entering a conditional initial state. The master starts in state $\alpha$, and when an input event $u$ occurs in a reaction, emits the event $r$ and takes the transition to state $\beta$. In the next reaction, as a result, the slave takes the initial transition to conditional initial state $\gamma$ and emits the output event $x$. Subsequently, the slave emits the output event $y$ and takes a regular transition from state $\gamma$ to state $\gamma$. The first two transitions from state $\alpha$ to

![Figure 2.18 An FSM with conditional initial states.](image)

![Figure 2.19 The incoming inter-level transition can be replaced by a transition with initial entry entering a conditional initial state.](image)
state $\beta$ and then to state $\gamma$ have the same effect as a transition across the hierarchy boundary from state $\alpha$ to state $\gamma$ with a label \textbf{"$u / x'$", since the initial transition does not prevent the third transition from being taken in the second reaction.

### 2.11 Instantaneous Transitions and States

When the current state of an FSM is an atomic state and an explicit outgoing transition of that state does not have a trigger in its guard, the FSM may enable this transition right away without waiting for any input events to occur. Hence, in an atomic state, any explicit outgoing transition that does not have a trigger in its guard is defined as an \textit{instantaneous transition}, which may be taken right away even after other transitions have been taken in the same reaction. For example, the FSM depicted in figure 2.20 starts in state $\alpha$ with local event $r$ initialized to a value 0. When the input event $u$ occurs in a reaction, the FSM increases the value of local event $r$ by 1 and takes the transition to state $\beta$. At this moment, since the instantaneous transition labeled by \textbf{"[$r < 8$]"} is enabled, the FSM takes the transition to state $\alpha$ right away in the same reaction.

An \textit{instantaneous state} is an atomic state in which all explicit outgoing transitions are instantaneous transitions and are \textit{completely specified}. The explicit outgoing transitions of a state are said to be completely specified if the implicit self transition is always not

![Figure 2.20 An FSM with instantaneous transitions and an instantaneous state.](image)
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enabled in that state for any given input events. Therefore, the instantaneous state will
never remain across reactions of the FSM. For example, the state β in figure 2.20 is an
instantaneous state.

2.12 Simulation Algorithm

To accommodate all the features discussed for the FSM, we come up with the follow-
ing algorithm for simulating one reaction of the FSM:

1. Clear the statuses of all output events. I.e. let them all be absent.

2. If the FSM is not in the first reaction and is not entered by an initial entry, go to (7).

3. Clear the statuses of all local events.

4. Check all initial transitions. If more than one is enabled, flag a non-deterministic error
   and go to (21). If none is enabled, flag a non-reactive error and go to (21).

5. Emit the events in the action of the enabled initial transition.

6. Enter the conditional initial state which the enabled initial transition points to. I.e. let it
   become the current state for the following reaction.

7. If the current state is not a hierarchical state, go to (9).

8. For each input event of the slave, get the status and the value from the corresponding
   input or local event of this FSM.

9. If the FSM is not in the first reaction and is not entered by an initial entry, clear the sta-
   tuses of all local events.

10. Check all preemptive transitions of the current state. If more than one is enabled, flag a
    non-deterministic error and go to (21). If exactly one is enabled, go to (15).

11. If the current state is not a hierarchical state, go to (14).
12. Perform one invocation of the slave. According to the entry type of the enabled transition in previous reaction, the slave either starts from the initial conditions or resumes from the final conditions of the last invocation.

13. For each emitted output event of the slave, update the status and the value to the corresponding output or local event of this FSM. If any of these events has been emitted with a different value, flag an emission-conflicting error and go to (21).

14. Check all non-preemptive transitions of the current state. If more than one is enabled, flag a non-deterministic error and go to (21). If none is enabled, let the implicit self transition be enabled.

15. Emit the events in the action of the enabled transition. If any of these events has been emitted with a different value, flag an emission-conflicting error and go to (21).

16. Enter the destination state of the enabled transition.

17. If the current state is a hierarchical state, go to (21).

18. Check all instantaneous transitions of the current state. If more than one is enabled, flag a non-deterministic error and go to (21). If none is enabled, go to (21).

19. Emit the events in the action of the enabled instantaneous transition. If any of these events has been emitted with a different value, flag an emission-conflicting error and go to (21).

20. Enter the destination state of the enabled instantaneous transition. Go to (17).

21. One reaction is complete.
3

Integration with Concurrency Models

3.1 Hierarchical Combination

With support of hierarchy and heterogeneity, an FSM can be combined with almost any concurrency model. Our goal is the hierarchical nesting of FSMs with concurrency models, as shown in figure 3.1. We schematically illustrate the states of the FSM with elliptic nodes and the modules of the concurrency model with rectangular blocks. The depth and order of the nesting is arbitrary. We wish for an FSM to be able to describe a

Figure 3.1 Hierarchical nesting of FSMs with concurrency models.
module in a concurrency model and for a state to be able to be refined to a concurrent sub-

system.

When two models are brought together to interact with each other in the hierarchical
combination, differences between them can lead to ambiguities. For example, how should
the FSM deal with the notion of time when it interacts with a timed model? The exact
semantics of this interaction must be defined in terms of the semantics of both models. In
general, as shown in figure 3.2 [26], the interaction with information flowing from model
X to model Y should be handled by one of the following conversions:

- The common semantic properties of both models are translated.
- The semantic properties in model X but not in model Y are ignored.
- The semantic properties in model Y but not in model X are created.

In this chapter, we explore the interaction of the FSM with various concurrency mod-
els, namely discrete-event (DE), synchronous/reactive (SR), synchronous dataflow (SDF),
dynamic dataflow (DDF), and communicating sequential processes (CSP). Our objective
is to develop semantics that supports arbitrary combinations of these concurrency models
with FSMs.

Figure 3.2 Conversions of semantic properties from model X to model Y.
3.2 Discrete Events

Under the discrete-event (DE) [7][24][33] model, a system consists of a network of blocks connected by directed arcs, as depicted in figure 3.3. Blocks communicate among themselves and with the environment through events, which may or may not have values associated with them. Each event originates either from an output of some block or from the environment, and is destined either for an input of some block or for the environment. This relationship of source and destination is indicated by the arc. The DE model has a notion of global time that is known simultaneously throughout the system. An event occurs at a point in time. In a simulation of such a system, the global time is a value, usually an integer or a real number. Each event needs to carry a time stamp that indicates the time at which the event occurs. The time stamp of an event is typically generated by the block that produces the event, and is determined by the time stamp of input events and the latency of the block. The DE simulator needs a global event queue that sorts the events by their time stamps, and chronologically processes each event by sending it to the appropriate input of a block, which reacts to the event (fires). In addition, it maintains the global time as the current time of the system, which is constantly updated with the time stamp of the event being processed. In figure 3.3, for example, reacting to an input event, block A produces an event with a time stamp \( t \) at its upper output. This event is sorted in the event queue.

Figure 3.3 A discrete-event (DE) system.
queue, and when its time stamp $t$ becomes the smallest in the event queue, block C fires with this event at its upper input.

However, simultaneous events (those with the same time stamp) can cause difficulties in a DE system. In figure 3.3, reacting to an input event, block A may produce an event at each of its two outputs with the same time stamp $t$. In this case, there exists an ambiguity about whether block B or C should fire first at time $t$ since there is more than one event in the event queue with the same smallest time stamp. Suppose that B is a zero-delay block. This means that if an output event of block B is produced in a firing, it is assigned the same time stamp as the input event that invokes that firing. Suppose further that block B always produces an output event in response to the input event. The two possible situations are described as follows:

- If block C fires first, block B subsequently fires and produces an output event with the time stamp $t$. This event causes block C to fire again. Hence, block C fires twice.
- If block B fires first, it produces an event with the time stamp $t$ at its output. As a consequence, block C has an event at each of its two inputs with the same time stamp $t$. Hence, block C may either fire once by observing both input events or fire twice by observing one input event at a time.

Therefore, the resulting behavior of the system depends on how the simultaneous events are handled by the DE simulator.

To eliminate the ambiguity, one solution provided by some DE simulators, such as in VHDL [5], is a delta delay that represents an infinitesimal amount of delay. In the previous example, if block B has a delta delay $\delta t$, its output event will have a time stamp $t+\delta t$. This output event will be ordered after the event with the time stamp $t$ even though both $t+\delta t$ and $t$ represent the same simulation time $t$. Thus, no matter which block fires first, block C always fires twice in response to the input events with time stamps $t$ and $t+\delta t$. 
respectively. However, in this solution, there is no way to ensure that block B fires before block C, in case we wish for block C to see both input events at once. This leads to another solution adopted by the discrete-event domain in Ptolemy II [31], which utilizes the topology of the system to determine the order of block firings when simultaneous events occur. In the previous example, since block B could produce events with zero delay affecting block C, block B always fires first when simultaneous events occur. Subsequently, block C always fires once by observing the events at both inputs.

In addition to simultaneous events, there can be a problem with directed loops that have zero delay. For example, figure 3.4 shows a DE system with a directed loop. Suppose that blocks A and B both are zero-delay and each of them always produces an output event reacting to the input event. When an event occurs at the upper input, block A starts a process by which an event will circulate through the loop forever without advance of simulation time. According to [60], there is no way to avoid this so-called Zeno condition without adding a finite amount of delay in the directed loop.

3.2.1 FSM inside DE

An FSM embedded inside a DE block performs one reaction when the DE block fires, which occurs when there is an event present at one of its inputs. Presence or absence of an
event at an input of the DE block translates directly into the status of the corresponding input event in the inner FSM. In addition, if the event is present, its value (if it exists) is also passed from the DE to the FSM. If the event is absent in the DE, the FSM retains the most recent value for the corresponding input event. On the other hand, the FSM embedded inside a DE block may emit output events in the reaction. These emitted output events translate directly into events in the outer DE system. However, in DE, every event needs a time stamp, something not provided by the FSM. We choose the semantics where the FSM appears to the DE system as a zero-delay block. I.e. the event passed to the DE system in a reaction of the FSM is assigned the same time stamp as the input event that invokes that reaction. If we wish to model a time delay associated with a reaction, we may explicitly connect the FSM block with a delay block to simulate the delay occurring inside the FSM subsystem.

Consider an example shown in figure 3.5, where two FSMs are embedded within a DE system. The name \((u, v, w, \text{etc.})\) on the arc of the DE system denotes the name for the nearest input or output of a block, which in turn denotes the name for the input or output event of the FSM inside that block. Suppose that an event for input \(u\) with a time stamp \(t\) is the

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure3.5.png}
\caption{Two FSMs are embedded within a DE system.}
\end{figure}
next to be processed in the event queue, and both FSMs are in state $\alpha$. The DE system executes as follows:

- **Fire A**: Since there exists an event for input $u$, FSM A takes the transition from state $\alpha$ to state $\beta$, and emits the output event $x$. In DE, this event will have the time stamp $t$. Therefore, it will be the next to be processed in the event queue, and will be sent to input $w$ of block B.

- **Fire B**: Since there exists an event for input $w$, FSM B takes the transition back to state $\alpha$, and emits the output event $y$. In DE, the event at output $y$ will have the time stamp $t$.

Due to event-driven semantics of the DE model, a block does not fire if there are no events at its inputs. This leads to some subtleties with the guards of the FSM. For example, in figure 3.6, suppose that the FSM is in state $\alpha$. The guard "$-u$" on the outgoing transition to state $\beta$ indicates that input event $u$ must be absent for this transition to be taken. Implicitly, however, input event $v$ must be present at the same time, otherwise the FSM will not even react since there is no event to invoke the block firing. Hence, it would be

![Figure 3.6](image_url)

**Figure 3.6** The guard "$-u$" of the upper transition is incomplete due to event-driven semantics of the DE model.
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clearer to give the guard as “\(-u \land \neg v\)”. If the guard were given as “\(-u \land \neg v\)” instead, the transition would never be taken.

Since we treat FSMs as zero-delay blocks in a DE system, a directed loop connecting only FSM blocks always has zero delay. As mentioned earlier, a directed loop with zero delay can cause a problem in a DE system. Figure 3.7 shows such a directed loop. Reacting to an event at input u, FSM A emits the event x. This event causes FSM B to emit the event y, which will let FSM A emit the event x again. Therefore, FSMs A and B keep reacting and emitting the events without advancing time in the DE system.

3.2.2 DE inside FSM

When a DE model refines a state of an FSM, one step of the slave DE subsystem is the simulation of that subsystem until there is no event in the event queue with the same time stamp as the input events. In particular, if previous FSM describes a block of another DE model, the input events passed to invoke the inner DE subsystem by the FSM will have the time stamp that is the current time of the outer DE system. Therefore, the inner DE subsystem will never execute ahead of the outer DE system. In other words, the notion of current time keeps consistent throughout all DE models in the hierarchy.

![Figure 3.7](image_url)  

Figure 3.7 A directed loop that has zero delay can cause a problem in a DE system.
Consider an example shown in figure 3.8. Suppose that the FSM is in state $\alpha$ and the DE subsystem has an empty event queue. One possible reaction of the FSM is described as follows: If an input event $u$ occurs with a time stamp $t$, it is passed to the DE subsystem and is processed in the event queue. Reacting to the event at input $u$, block A produces an event with the time stamp $t$ at its output $x$. Since this event still has the same time stamp as the input event $u$, it is processed in the event queue. Subsequently, block B fires with the event at its input $v$ and produces an event with a time stamp $t+1$ at its output $y$. At this moment, since there is no more event with the time stamp $t$ in the event queue, one step of the slave DE subsystem is complete. Then, the master FSM reacts to the input event $u$ by taking the implicit self transition back to state $\alpha$.

However, future events (those with time stamps greater than current time) in a slave DE subsystem can cause difficulties. Consider the example of figure 3.8. In the previous mentioned reaction, the event with the time stamp $t+1$ at output $y$ is a future event and is left in the event queue of the DE subsystem. Subsequently, if another input event $u$ occurs with a time stamp $t+2$ for the FSM, it is passed to the DE subsystem. At this moment, the

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.8** A DE subsystem refines a state of an FSM.
event with the time stamp $t+1$ left in the DE subsystem becomes expired in the sense that its time stamp is smaller than the time stamp of current input event.

To avoid the expired events, the slave DE subsystem should request of its master FSM that it needs to be fired again at the time marked by the time stamp of every future event. This request should in turn be propagated by the FSM up in the hierarchy. In the previous example, the FSM needs to have an additional reaction at time $t+1$ of its environment as requested by the DE subsystem. Thus, the event with the time stamp $t+1$ can be properly processed in the DE subsystem, and is passed to the FSM as a local event $y$. As a consequence, the FSM takes the transition from state $\alpha$ to state $\beta$.

This request mechanism is not enough by itself because it cannot prevent expired events that arise from state changes of the master FSM. Following the previous example, suppose that a future event with a time stamp $t+2$ is left in the DE subsystem before the FSM takes the transition from state $\alpha$ to state $\beta$. Even though the FSM reacts at time $t+2$ of its environment as requested by the DE subsystem, the event with the time stamp $t+2$ remains in the DE subsystem, which is not invoked due to the state change of the FSM. Suppose further that the FSM returns to state $\alpha$ after a period of time. Subsequently, if an input event $u$ occurs with a time stamp $t+5$, the event with the time stamp $t+2$ left in the DE subsystem becomes an expired event now.

For those expired events resulting from state changes of the master FSM, one solution is to simply purge them before the slave DE subsystem continues execution. However, this does not really preserve the history of the DE subsystem after its suspension because the expired events are ignored. The solution we prefer is to update the time stamps of the expired events with the time stamp of current input events in the DE subsystem. Hence, in the previous example, the event with the time stamp $t+2$ is updated with the time stamp $t+5$, and then the DE subsystem can continue execution without a problem.
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3.3 Synchronous/Reactive Models

A system in the synchronous/reactive (SR) [10][42] model consists of communicating blocks, as illustrated in figure 3.9. Execution of the system occurs at a sequence of discrete instants, called ticks (as in ticks of a clock). Each tick is initiated by the environment, and nothing happens between ticks. In each tick, each block instantly computes a function that determines its outputs by observing its inputs, and each of the inputs and the outputs either is absent (has no event) or is present (has exactly one event) possibly with a value. Blocks communicate through unbuffered unidirectional arcs. Communication among blocks is instantaneous since an output determined by a block in a tick is observed by other blocks at their inputs in that same tick.

Directed loops in the SR systems intrinsically have zero delay because computation within blocks and communication among blocks are instantaneous. As a result, two problems may arise if there exist directed loops in an SR system.

- Contradiction: Consider the example in figure 3.9. Suppose that blocks A and B compute the following functions, respectively.

\[
\text{output of } A = \begin{cases} 
\text{present;} & \text{upper input is present and lower input is absent,} \\
\text{absent;} & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

![Figure 3.9 A synchronous/reactive (SR) system.](image-url)
output of \( B = \begin{cases} 
\text{present; } & \text{input is present,} \\
\text{absent; } & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \)

When the upper input of block \( A \) is present in a tick of the system, its output is present if its lower input is assumed absent. However, this causes the output of block \( B \) to be present, which contradicts the assumption that the lower input of block \( A \) is absent. Even if the lower input of block \( A \) is assumed present, the output of block \( B \) will still contradict the assumption. Hence, under this circumstance, the system appears to lack a behavior.

- Ambiguity: In figure 3.9, suppose that blocks \( A \) and \( B \) compute the following functions, respectively.

output of \( A = \begin{cases} 
\text{present; } & \text{both inputs are present,} \\
\text{absent; } & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \)

output of \( B = \begin{cases} 
\text{present; } & \text{input is present,} \\
\text{absent; } & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \)

When the upper input of block \( A \) is present in a tick of the system, its output is present if its lower input is assumed present. This causes the output of block \( B \) to be present, which agrees with the assumption. However, even if the lower input of block \( A \) is assumed absent, the output of block \( B \) will still agree with the assumption. Hence, under this circumstance, the system exhibits multiple behaviors.

In the SR model, these directed loops that appear to have no or multiple behaviors are often called causality loops.

To allow directed loops and maintain determinism (i.e. exactly one behavior given the same inputs) for the systems, two constraints are imposed in the SR model. First, for each input or output of each block, its alphabet is augmented with a special symbol \( \perp \), inter-
interpreted to mean "unknown", and a partial order is defined on the augmented alphabet. For example, suppose that the augmented alphabet is \{\perp, \varepsilon, v_1, v_2\}, which means \{unknown, absent, present with value \(v_1\), present with value \(v_2\)\}. As shown in figure 3.10(a), a "flat" partial order is defined on the augmented alphabet. In this partial order, \(\perp\) is always the bottom element, which is below ("weaker than", usually denoted as \(\sqsubseteq\)) everything else in the alphabet. The partial order is easily generalized on multiple augmented alphabets. For example, the partial order in figure 3.10(b) is defined on two of the augmented alphabets.

Secondly, all functions computed by the blocks are required to be monotonic. A function \(f\) is monotonic if
\[
(x_1, x_2, \ldots) \sqsubseteq (y_1, y_2, \ldots) \text{ implies that } f(x_1, x_2, \ldots) \sqsubseteq f(y_1, y_2, \ldots)
\]
where \(\sqsubseteq\) is interpreted with respect to the partial order. With these two constraints, any SR system (a network of monotonic functions) has a least fixed point, where "least" is with respect to the partial order, according to the Knaster-Tarski fixed point theorem [30]. This least fixed point is taken to be the behavior of such an SR system.

Finding the least fixed point is straightforward, in principle, in an SR system. Starting with all inputs and outputs as unknown (\(\perp\)), the blocks simply take turns to compute their
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**Figure 3.10** Partial orders defined in the SR model.
functions in a given order repeatedly until all inputs and outputs converge to a fixed point. Even though choosing a good order for the blocks can greatly impact performance [35], the resulting fixed point is always the same.

In SR systems, the functions computed by the blocks are allowed to change between ticks, as long as they are monotonic in every tick. Thus, in a tick of the SR system, the behavior of a block is divided into two phases, which we call produce and transition. In the produce phase, the current function of the block is evaluated to determine its outputs given the information about its inputs. In the transition phase, the function may be changed in preparation for the next tick. Moreover, execution of the SR system also has two phases. In the produce phase, each block can be invoked in its produce phase more than once such that more outputs can be determined if newer information about inputs is observed from outputs of other blocks. In the transition phase, each block is invoked in its transition phase only once after the fixed point is found.

Most familiar functions are strict, meaning that all inputs must be known before any outputs can be determined. Strict functions are always monotonic. In the SR systems, a directed loop of blocks with strict functions always has the least fixed point with all unknown (⊥), which means that the directed loop is a causality loop. Nevertheless, it is not uncommon to have functions where the outputs can be determined even if some of the inputs are not known. The use of non-strict functions allows directed loops with less trivial least fixed point in the SR systems.

3.3.1 FSM inside SR

When embedding an FSM as an SR block, we need to distinguish two phases in the reaction of the FSM corresponding to the two phases of the SR block. Let us first focus on the FSM without states being refined. It is simple if all inputs to the SR block are known in a tick. In the produce phase, the FSM reacts to input events (translated directly from inputs
of the block) by possibly emitting output events (translated directly to outputs of the block). In the transition phase, the FSM takes the enabled transition to change state. For example, as depicted in figure 3.11, two FSMs are embedded within an SR system. In a tick of the SR system, suppose that both inputs $u$ and $v$ are present and both FSMs are in state $\alpha$. The SR system executes as follows in an order with block A before block B.

- **Produce phase of A:** Since input $u$ is present, FSM A emits an output event $x$. In SR, this makes output $x$ known to be present.

- **Produce phase of B:** Since input $w$ is present observed from output $x$, FSM B emits an output event $y$. Then, in SR, output $y$ is determined to be present.

- **Transition phase of A:** FSM A takes the transition from state $\alpha$ to state $\beta$.

- **Transition phase of B:** FSM B takes the transition back to state $\alpha$.

Frequently, the inputs to the FSM as an SR block are not completely known. As in the previous example, if we choose an order with block B before block A, the input $w$ will be unknown for the first produce phase of block B. Thus, we need to define how the FSM behaves when there exist unknown inputs. One direct approach is to treat the FSM as a
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**Figure 3.11** Two FSMs are embedded within an SR system.
strict function. If any inputs are unknown, the FSM simply has all outputs as unknown in
the produce phase, or stays at current state in the transition phase. However, this approach
has an undesirable and unnecessary side effect: A directed loop connecting only FSMs is
always considered as a causality loop since the FSMs are treated as strict functions.

The approach we prefer is to enable the FSM inside an SR block to be evaluated as a
non-strict function if possible. Consider an example illustrated in figure 3.12, where two
FSMs are embedded within an SR system and are enclosed in a directed loop. When the
FSM in block A is in state $\alpha$, the function mapping from inputs $u$ and $v$ to output $x$ is

$$f^x_{\alpha}(u, v) = (u \land v) \lor (\neg u \land v) = u.$$  

This simplified function is not strict since it does not depend on input $v$. Therefore, if the
FSM is in state $\alpha$ and input $u$ is observed to be present or absent, we can determine
whether output $x$ will be present or absent without observing input $v$. The above analysis
can be automated to get a simplified function for each output at each state of an FSM using
standard techniques from digital logic design. For example, binary decision diagrams
(BDDs) [21] can be used for analyzing the pure FSM, and multi-valued decision diagrams

![Figure 3.12 Two FSMs are embedded within an SR system and are enclosed in a directed loop.](image)
(MDDs) [55] can be used for the valued FSM. These simplified functions will indicate for each state what inputs need to be known to determine an output.

With the simplified functions, the two phases of reaction for the FSM are modified as follows. In the produce phase, the FSM examines whether the simplified function for any output can be evaluated by observing whether enough inputs are known. If yes, the simplified function is evaluated and the output is determined. If not, the output remains unknown. In the transition phase, the FSM takes the transition enabled by current inputs, but ignores the action of that transition. Consider the example of figure 3.12. Suppose that input $u$ is present and both FSMs are in state $\alpha$. The SR system executes as follows in an order with block $B$ before block $A$.

- ** Produce phase of $B$:** Since input $w$ is unknown, the simplified function $f^y_{\alpha}(w) = w$ cannot be evaluated, and thus output $y$ is unknown.
- ** Produce phase of $A$:** Although input $v$ is unknown observed from output $y$, FSM $A$ can still determine output $x$ to be present from the simplified function $f^x_{\alpha}(u, v) = u$ since input $u$ is present.
- ** Produce phase of $B$:** Since input $w$ is present observed from output $x$, FSM $B$ can determine output $y$ to be present from the simplified function $f^y_{\alpha}(w) = w$.
- ** Transition phase of $A$:** Under the situation that both inputs $u$ and $v$ are present, FSM $A$ takes the transition from state $\alpha$ to state $\beta$.
- ** Transition phase of $B$:** Under the situation that input $w$ is present, FSM $B$ takes the transition back to state $\alpha$.

Now consider that embedded within an SR system is a hierarchical FSM. Since a slave subsystem of the master FSM may or may not support two phases of execution, we distinguish two cases for the hierarchical FSM. If the slave subsystem of the current state sup-
ports two phases of execution, the produce phase of the hierarchical FSM should consist of the produce phase of the slave subsystem followed by the produce phase of the master FSM. Similarly, the transition phase of the hierarchical FSM should consist of the transition phase of the slave subsystem followed by the transition phase of the master FSM. If the slave subsystem of the current state does not support two phases of execution, then we have to be more cautious. The function computed by the slave subsystem must be monotonic in every tick of the outer SR system. To ensure this, one approach is to consider the slave subsystem as a strict function. Therefore, in the produce phase of the hierarchical FSM, one step of the slave subsystem will not be invoked until all of its inputs are known.

### 3.3.2 SR inside FSM

Embedding an SR model inside a state of the FSM is straightforward. When a state of the FSM is refined into an SR subsystem, the semantics of SR are simply exported to the outer model in which the FSM is embedded. If the outer system of the FSM supports two phases of execution, the produce and the transition phases of the SR subsystem will be invoked respectively corresponding to those of the outer system. If the outer system of the FSM does not support two phases of execution, then one step of the SR subsystem is taken to be one tick, which consists of the produce and the transition phases of the SR subsystem.

### 3.4 Synchronous Dataflow

As depicted in figure 3.13, a system specified in synchronous dataflow (SDF) [62][63] consists of a set of blocks communicating through directed arcs. A block represents a computational function that maps input data into output data. The data are divided into tokens, which are treated as indivisible units. An arc represents a sequence of tokens conceptually carried by a unidirectional first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue. A firing of a block is
an indivisible computation that *consumes* a fixed number of tokens from each input arc and *produces* a fixed number of tokens on each output arc. The number of tokens consumed or produced on each input or output arc can be viewed as part of the *type signature* of the block (along with the data type of the tokens, of course). These numbers can be used to unambiguously define an *iteration*, or minimal set of firings that return the FIFO queues to their original sizes. This is done by writing for each arc a balance equation

\[ p_i r_i = c_j r_j \]

where the arc here is assumed to go from block \( i \) to block \( j \), and on this arc, block \( i \) produces \( p_i \) tokens and block \( j \) consumes \( c_j \) tokens. The variables \( r_i \) and \( r_j \) are unknowns that represent the numbers of firings of blocks \( i \) and \( j \), respectively. The balance equation tells us that within one iteration the total number of tokens produced by the source block equals the total number of tokens consumed by the destination block.

Suppose that there are \( M \) arcs and \( N \) blocks in an SDF graph. There will be \( M \) balance equations in \( N \) unknowns. It can be shown \[62\] that either there exists a unique smallest positive solution for the unknowns, called the *minimal solution*, or the only solution is all zeros. If the minimal solution exists, an iteration of the SDF graph is defined to consist of exactly \( r_i \) firings for each block \( i \). For the example of figure 3.13, we have the minimal

![Figure 3.13 A synchronous dataflow (SDF) system.](image)
solution where \( r_A = 1, r_B = 2, \) and \( r_C = 1, \) and thus the number of firings for each block is determined accordingly. If the solution is all zeros, the SDF graph is said to be *inconsistent*, and it will require unbounded sizes of FIFO queues. This SDF graph is considered invalid. In figure 3.14, for example, each firing of blocks A and B produces one token on the arc from B to C, and two tokens on the arc from A to C. However, each firing of block C only consumes one token from each arc. Hence, repeated firings will cause tokens to accumulate on the arc from A to C. By finding whether the minimal solution exists, it is decidable whether a given SDF graph can be executed in bounded memory.

Once the number of block firings in an iteration is found for an SDF graph, the firing schedule can be determined by simulating the execution of the SDF graph. This is done by selecting any block that has enough tokens on its input arcs, simulating its firing effect on the sizes of FIFO queues, and continuing until either all blocks have been selected as many times as they should fire or no more block has enough input tokens. If each block is selected as many times as it should fire, the sequential list of block selections forms one possible firing schedule. Otherwise, the SDF graph is said to be *deadlocked* since all blocks will halt firings and wait for tokens on some input arcs before an iteration is completed. This SDF graph is also considered invalid. Figure 3.15 illustrates such an SDF graph. Blocks A and B are both waiting for one token from each other before they can fire.

![Figure 3.14 An inconsistent SDF graph.](image)
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The simplest SDF graphs are *homogeneous*, where every block consumes or produces exactly one token on each input or output arc. For such graphs, an iteration always consists of exactly one firing of each block. The schedule of the firings must obey the data precedences (a token must be in an FIFO queue before it can be consumed). Therefore, to avoid deadlock, all directed loops in a homogeneous SDF must have at least one initial token (often called a *delay*) on at least one arc in the loop. For example, the homogeneous SDF graph in figure 3.15 deadlocks. The deadlock can be avoided by adding an initial token on either arc, allowing one of the blocks to fire first. Arbitrary SDF may require more than one token on some arcs. Nevertheless, it is decidable whether a given set of initial tokens is sufficient to prevent deadlock.

### 3.4.1 FSM inside SDF

When an FSM describes a block of an SDF graph, we relate one firing of the SDF block to one reaction of the embedded FSM. Moreover, the FSM must externally obey SDF semantics. Hence, the FSM performs one reaction in one firing of the SDF block, which must consume and produce a fixed number of tokens at every input and output. A subtlety for SDF is that absence of a token is not a well-defined, testable condition. Thus, the absence of an event in FSM must appear explicitly as a token in SDF. A possible approach is described as follows. For a pure event, its presence and absence is encoded
using a boolean-valued token. A false-valued token means the event is absent and a true-valued token means it is present. For a valued event, both its status and value are encoded using a valued token. One rarely-used value (such as “infinity”) of the token is reserved to mean the event is absent, and each of other values simply means the event is present with that value.

As shown in figure 3.16, two FSMs are embedded within an SDF system. Since this SDF graph is homogeneous, one iteration consists of a single firing of each block. Suppose that in some iteration the input tokens have values indicating that input event u is present and input event v is absent, and both FSMs are in state \( \alpha \). The SDF system executes as follows.

- Fire A: Since input event u is present, FSM A takes the transition from state \( \alpha \) to state \( \beta \), and emits the output event x. In SDF, presence of the event is encoded as a token at output x.

Figure 3.16 Two FSMs are embedded within a homogeneous SDF system.
• Fire B: Since input event $w$ is present indicated by the token passed from output $x$, FSM B takes the transition back to state $\alpha$, and emits the output event $y$. In SDF, presence of the event is encoded as a token at output $y$.

In fact, the SDF block in which an FSM is embedded can be non-homogeneous. I.e. the block can consume and produce multiple tokens at some inputs and outputs. Under this circumstance, each token at a given input or output of the SDF block needs to be distinguished as an input or output event of the FSM. This allows the FSM to refer to those events in the guards and the actions. Therefore, we syntactically differentiate each token at an input or output as an event by concatenating its occurrence to its name. Borrowed from the notation used in the Signal language [11], "$u$" denotes an event corresponding to the last (newest) token consumed or produced at input or output $u$, "$u$1" denotes an event corresponding to the second last token, "$u$2" denotes an event corresponding to the third last token, etc. Consider an example shown in figure 3.17. In the SDF, the number following a dot after an input or output name indicates the number of tokens consumed or produced by the corresponding block. The guard of the transition from state $\alpha$ to state $\beta$ in

![SDF Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.17** Two FSMs are embedded within a non-homogeneous SDF system.
FSM A is \( u \wedge u\$1 \). Thus, for this transition to be enabled, both tokens consumed from input \( u \) must have the value representing a present event. The action of the transition from state \( \alpha \) to state \( \alpha \) in FSM B is \( \gamma\$1 \). Thus, when this transition is taken, the first (older) token on output \( y \) has a value representing a present event (because \( \gamma\$1 \) is mentioned), and the second (newer) token has a value representing an absent event (because \( y \) is not mentioned).

### 3.4.2 SDF inside FSM

When an SDF graph refines a state of an FSM, one step of the slave SDF graph is taken to be one iteration. Thus, when the refined state is the current state, the hierarchical FSM reacts with an iteration of the slave SDF graph followed by a reaction of the master FSM. If the SDF graph is homogeneous, at each iteration each input of the SDF subsystem will have an explicit token translated from the corresponding input event of the FSM even if the event is absent.

If the SDF graph is not homogeneous, the semantics becomes more subtle because the SDF subsystem may not have enough input tokens to complete one iteration in a reaction of the FSM. One possible approach is that when input tokens are not sufficient to cycle through one iteration, the SDF subsystem will simply return and produce no output tokens. Only when enough input tokens have accumulated will one iteration of the SDF subsystem be executed and output tokens be produced. However, this is not always the most efficient approach, especially when the FSM is within another SDF system.

In figure 3.18, an SDF subsystem is embedded in an FSM that is within another SDF system. Solving the single balance equation\(^1\) for the inner SDF subsystem indicates that one iteration will consist of two firings of block C and one firing of block D. Therefore,

---

1. There is only one arc entirely inside the SDF subsystem. Hence, there is only one balance equation, which is \( r_C = 2r_D \).
the type signature for this subsystem indicates that four tokens will be consumed from input $u$ and two from input $v$, and two tokens will be produced to output $y$. An alternative approach we choose is that the type signature of the inner SDF subsystem becomes the type signature of the FSM itself. In other words, the outer SDF system must treat the FSM as an SDF block with the given type signature. As a result, the FSM will not react until there are sufficient input tokens for the inner SDF subsystem to cycle through one iteration.

Since there may be more than one state of the FSM refined into an SDF graph, the type signatures may not be the same in different states. In this case, the FSM cannot be treated as an SDF actor because the number of tokens consumed or produced is dependent on the
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*Figure 3.18 The type signature of the inner SDF subsystem becomes the type signature of the FSM itself. Thus, the outer SDF system treats the FSM as a non-homogeneous block with the given type signature.*
state of the FSM. Therefore, if the outer system of the FSM is again an SDF graph, all slave SDF graphs in the FSM are required to consume or produce the same number of tokens at each input or output.

3.5 Dynamic Dataflow

Dynamic dataflow (DDF) [61][58][41] is a superset of SDF. In an SDF graph, each block is required to consume and produce a fixed number of tokens at all its firings. In a DDF graph, however, each block is permitted to consume and produce a varying number of tokens at distinct firings. This enhancement by itself is sufficient to let the DDF model have expressive power equivalent to a universal Turing machine [22]. The trade-off is that bounded memory and deadlock properties become undecidable for a given DDF graph.

Furthermore, since the number of tokens consumed and produced by a block can vary from one firing to another, compile-time scheduling as in SDF is no longer possible. Instead, a run-time scheduler dynamically detects a block to fire according to its firing rules, each of them specifying how many tokens are required on each input prior to a firing of the block. Hence, the basic operation for the DDF scheduler is to repeatedly scan the list of blocks in a given DDF graph, and to execute the block if it has sufficient input tokens to fire according to its current firing rule.

3.5.1 FSM inside DDF

When an FSM is embedded inside a DDF block, the key is to determine how many tokens need to be consumed and produced at each input and each output of the block for a firing. For each state of the FSM, we find the number of tokens to be consumed at each input of the block by looking at the guards of all outgoing transitions. At least one token is consumed at an input if the corresponding input event is mentioned in any of the guards. In addition, if any input events refer to multiple tokens on the input using the notation
"u$s1", we find the largest integer i mentioned in the guards, and this integer i plus one is taken to be the number of tokens to be consumed. Figure 3.19 shows an FSM embedded within a DDF system. In state α, two tokens are required from input u (because u$s1 is mentioned) and no token from input v (because no v is mentioned). In state β, only one token is required from each of the inputs u and v. These numbers specify the number of tokens that must be present on the inputs for the DDF block to fire when the FSM is in the given state.

Similarly, for each state of the FSM, we find the number of tokens to be produced at each output of the block by looking at the actions of all outgoing transitions. Consider the example of figure 3.19 again. In state α, output x will produce two tokens (because x$s1 is mentioned). In state β, output x will produce no token (because no x is mentioned).

3.5.2 DDF inside FSM

When a DDF graph refines a state of an FSM, the firing rules of the DDF graph are exported to the environment of the FSM. Hence, if the refined state is the current state, only when the firing rules of the DDF subsystem are met will the FSM react. Moreover, in

---

Figure 3.19 An FSM are embedded within a DDF system.
SDF, one iteration is determined by solving the balance equations. However, in DDF, the balance equations do not apply in the same way. Therefore, one iteration of the DDF graph inside an FSM must be clearly defined in order to be one step of the slave subsystem. In Ptolemy [23], for example, one iteration in the DDF domain consists of one firing of each source block (one without inputs) followed by the firings of non-source blocks as many times as possible. In case those non-source blocks have tokens but do not have enough yet at some inputs, source blocks may be invoked more than once to provide the required tokens in one iteration. This ensures that the relative number of firings for each source block is the same in DDF as it would be in SDF.

3.6 Communicating Sequential Processes

Under communicating sequential processes (CSP) [48][49] paradigm, a system is modeled as a network of concurrently operating sequential processes (blocks), such as in figure 3.20. The processes communicate with each other through unidirectional channels (directed arcs). Each channel provides a direct communication between two processes via rendezvous (or synchronous message passing [4]). This means that both sending and

![Diagram of Communicating Sequential Processes](image)

**Figure 3.20** A communicating sequential processes (CSP) system.
receiving of a message on the channel must synchronize at every communication point. If one process is first ready to send a message on a channel, it stalls until the other process is also ready to receive the message on that channel. Similarly, if one process is first ready to receive a message on a channel, it stalls until the other process is also ready to send the message on that channel. When both processes are ready, the message transfer is initiated and completed as an indivisible action.

Figure 3.21 illustrates an example of rendezvous communication among those three processes of figure 3.20, where A and B are connected by a channel x, and B and C are
connected by a channel $y$. When process $B$ wishes to communicate with process $A$ by receiving a message through the channel $x$, it stalls since process $A$ does not want to send the message yet. Subsequently, when process $C$ tries to send a message on the channel $y$, it stalls too and waits to rendezvous with process $B$. Later when process $A$ decides to send the message on channel $x$, processes $A$ and $B$ simultaneously involve in transfer of the message on channel $x$, and then both processes proceed as normal. When process $B$ proceeds to receive the message on the channel $y$, rendezvous between processes $B$ and $C$ occurs on channel $y$.

The basic rendezvous mechanism only allows a process to wait on one channel at a time. If a process wishes to communicate with other processes through multiple channels, the order in which those channels will rendezvous has to be known and fixed. In the example of figure 3.21, process $B$ wishes to receive the message on channel $x$ before channel $y$. Hence, even though process $C$ sends a message before process $A$ does, process $B$ waits to rendezvous with process $A$ first.

Often, a process wishes to wait on any one of multiple channels. This can be achieved by nondeterministic rendezvous, which is an extension of the basic rendezvous. Nondeterministic rendezvous allows a process to conditionally receive or send messages and thus to monitor on multiple channels until one of the monitored channels completes a rendezvous. Consider the example of figure 3.20. Suppose that process $B$ conditionally receives a message on channel $x$ or $y$. As shown in figure 3.22, when process $C$ first sends the message on channel $y$, process $B$ will rendezvous with process $C$. Later when process $A$ sends a message on channel $x$, it stalls until process $B$ wishes to conditionally receive the message again.
3.6.1 FSM inside CSP

When an FSM is embedded as a CSP process, an input event of the FSM is present only when the corresponding input of the CSP process completes a rendezvous. Thus, the trigger of the guard in each transition of the FSM specifies a set of inputs that have to rendezvous for the transition to be enabled. For each state of the FSM, we get a list of inputs including those mentioned by the triggers of the guards in any outgoing transitions. We call these inputs the guarded inputs, which need to rendezvous when the FSM is in the given state. In a reaction, the FSM keeps conditionally receiving the message from each

![Diagram of three processes: Process A, Process B, and Process C.](image)

Figure 3.22 An example of nondeterministic rendezvous among three processes.
guarded input until one transition is enabled or every guarded input completes a rendezvous at least once. To maintain fairness among guarded inputs, we restrict each guarded input to rendezvous at most once in a reaction. Similarly, when an enabled transition is found in a reaction, the FSM keeps conditionally sending the message on each output listed in the action of the enabled transition until each of those outputs completes a rendezvous once.

### 3.6.2 CSP inside FSM

When a CSP model refines a state of an FSM, one step of the slave subsystem needs to be defined. A possible approach is to let the deadlock of the CSP model mark the end of a step for the subsystem [80]. Hence, one step of a slave CSP subsystem is the execution of that subsystem until no processes can make progress (i.e. all processes stall).

Furthermore, the CSP semantics needs to be exported to the environment of the FSM. In particular, if the outer model of the FSM is another CSP system, the outer CSP system must treat the FSM as a CSP process, which will rendezvous first on the inputs required by the inner CSP subsystem and then on the guarded inputs of the FSM. One subtlety is that the CSP model by itself is not compositional [80]. Hence, the processes embedded within the inner CSP subsystem may not have the same behavior as the processes embedded directly within the outer CSP system.
4.1 Embedded Systems

An embedded system [56] is a complex device with at least a general-purpose or application-specific microprocessor built into the device. Unlike a desktop or laptop computer that also utilizes a microprocessor, the functionality of an embedded system is solely dedicated to a specialized purpose, which typically involves the interaction with the real world (such as human users, motor vehicles, and the physical environment) through sensing and actuating interfaces. Therefore, a sizable portion of the specification requirements [37] for designing the embedded system tends to focus on the control logic that governs the interaction of the system with the real world.

Applications of embedded systems are abundant and quite diverse. Examples of the applications include consumer electronics (digital watches, digital cameras, compact disk players, etc.), household appliances (microwave ovens, washing machines, etc.), real-time controllers (railroad controllers, anti-lock braking systems, automotive engine controllers, etc.), and telecommunication systems (modems, cellular phones, answering machines, etc.).
In the following sections, we will demonstrate how to apply *charts to embedded systems in two examples: the digital watch (interacting with the human user) and the railroad controller (interacting with trains).

### 4.1.1 Example: Digital Watches

#### 4.1.1.1 Problem Description

The digital watch is a commonly used example for specification of control functionality by various specialized languages, such as Statecharts [43], Argos [53], and Esterel [15]. Our version of the digital watch (see figure 4.1) contains a display area, a two-tone beeper, a light, and four control buttons as the user interface. This watch can display the time in either am/pm or 24-hour format. The beeper can be enabled to alarm on a preset time daily, to chime on the hour, or both. The light is included for illumination and has an automatic shut-off feature. The four buttons are marked as *mode*, *update*, *select*, and *adjust*, respectively, for distinction.

The human user interacts with the digital watch through certain sequential combinations of button pressing, which are summarized as follows.

![Digital Watch Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.1** Our version of the digital watch.
• Time mode setting:

1. Press mode to switch to time display if the watch is not in time display.
2. Press adjust to switch between am/pm and 24-hour formats.

• Alarm mode setting:

1. Press mode to switch to alarm display if the watch is not in alarm display.
2. Press adjust to enable the daily alarm, the hourly chime, or both.

• Time and day updating:

1. Press mode to switch to time display if the watch is not in time display.
2. Press update to switch to time update in which second digits will flash.
3. Press select to switch the flashing to second digits, minute digits, hour digits, or day of week letters.
4. Press adjust to reset the second as zero or to advance the minute, the hour, or the day of week, when the digits or letters are flashing.

• Alarm updating:

1. Press mode to switch to alarm display if the watch is not in alarm display.
2. Press update to switch to alarm update in which minute digits will flash.
3. Press select to switch the flashing to minute or hour digits.
4. Press adjust to advance the minute or the hour, when the digits are flashing.

• Light illumination:

1. Press mode twice to turn on the light. The light is automatically shut off after a certain period of illumination.
4.1.1.2 *charts Realization

To simulate the real-time behavior of the digital watch, we use DE as the topmost level (see figure 4.2) of our *charts realization to model the environment of the watch (including the human user). This DE model consists of a display, a beeper, a light, a clock to

![Diagram of *charts realization for digital watch](image)

**Figure 4.2** The topmost level of the *charts realization for our digital watch.
generate time ticks, a user that asserts the button pressing events, a status keeper to maintain current time and alarm settings, an absent event coder to perform encoding of absent events to zero-valued tokens (for the SDF model within the status keeper, which will be detailed later), and two control units: light control and mode control.

The computation part of the watch mainly resides in the status keeper, which is modeled by an SDF graph illustrated in figure 4.3(a). This SDF graph contains a time keeper and an alarm keeper to keep track of current time and alarm settings, respectively. It also includes the comparison and logic blocks for detecting the time to sound the alarm and the chime, respectively. Moreover, as shown in figure 4.3(b) and (c), these two SDF graphs further refine the time keeper and the alarm keeper, respectively, which are basically composed of counters with various maximum counts.

Inside the light control unit of the watch, we have a hierarchical FSM depicted in Figure 4.4 to control the illumination of the light. In figure 4.4(a), this top-level FSM has three states: light off, wait mode, and light on. It starts in the light off state. When a mode event arrives, the FSM takes the transition to the wait mode state and waits for another mode event to arrive. If the mode event arrives in time, the FSM emits a toggleLight event to turn on the light and takes the transition to the light on state. Otherwise, if the mode event does not arrive before a local timeout event occurs, the FSM gives up waiting and takes the transition to the light off state. This timeout event is asserted by a slave SDF graph (see figure 4.4(b)) shared by the wait mode and the light on states. In the light on state, the FSM waits until the timeout event occurs. Then, the FSM emits the toggleLight event to turn off the light and takes the transition to the light off state. Even though the wait mode and the light on states share the same slave SDF graph, the counting for time outs in the SDF graph is reset every time when either state is entered with the initial entry.

Inside the mode control unit of the watch, we have another hierarchical FSM (see figure 4.5) to govern mode switching of the watch in response to the button pressing events
Figure 4.3 The status keeper of figure 4.2 is modeled by this hierarchical SDF graph.
and to generate the corresponding control events. The top-level FSM in figure 4.5(a) has four states: time display, alarm display, time update, and alarm update. It starts in time display. The mode event switches the watch between time display and alarm display. In addition, if in time display or alarm display, the watch is switched by an update event to time update or alarm update accordingly, and vice versa. Moreover, the four states of this FSM are all further refined. The FSM shown in figure 4.5(b) refines the time display state and manages the display format (either am/pm or 24-hour). The alarm display state is refined by the FSM in figure 4.5(c), which takes care of enabling or disabling the daily alarm or the hourly chime. Figure 4.5(d) and (e) shows the FSMs that refine the time update and the alarm update states, respectively. These two FSMs are in charge of the time and the alarm updating, respectively.

Figure 4.4 Inside the light control of figure 4.2, we have this hierarchical FSM.
Figure 4.5 Inside the mode control of figure 4.2, we have this hierarchical FSM.
4.1.2 Example: Railroad Controllers

4.1.2.1 Problem Description

As shown in figure 4.6, there are two circular railroad tracks in the railroad control problem [3]. Two trains (A and B) travel counterclockwise on the two tracks, which merge on a bridge that can accommodate only one track. In addition, two signals (A and B) are placed at both entrances of the bridge, respectively, for controlling the access to the bridge. When train A arrives at the entrance of the bridge, if signal A is green, train A may enter the bridge. Otherwise, if signal A is red, train A must wait until the signal turns green, and then it may enter the bridge. Signal B operates in the same fashion as signal A does. However, a head-on train crash may happen if the signals are both green when the trains both arrive at the entrances of the bridge. Therefore, a railroad controller needs to be carefully designed to coordinate the two signals.

Figure 4.6 The railroad control problem.
One simple and feasible railroad controller operates as follows, assuming that both signals start as green and no train is on the bridge yet.

• Case I (Only one train arrives): Suppose that train A arrives at the entrance of the bridge. The controller keeps signal A as green but changes signal B to red. Then, train A may proceed onto the bridge. When train A leaves the bridge, the controller switches signal B back to green.

• Case II (One train arrives before the other): Suppose that train A arrives at the entrance of the bridge first. The controller keeps signal A as green but turns signal B into red. This allows train A to access to the bridge. At this point, suppose that train B also arrives, this train must stop and wait since signal B is red now. When train A exits from the bridge, signals A and B are changed to red and green, respectively, by the controller. Then, train B may enter the bridge. When train B leaves the bridge, the controller turns signal A back into green.

• Case III (Both trains arrive at the same time): When both trains arrive at the entrances of the bridge at the same time, we choose to grant the bridge-accessing privilege to train A. Therefore, the controller keeps signal A as green but switches signal B to red. When train A leaves the bridge, the controller turns signal A and B into red and green, respectively. Then, train B may proceed onto the bridge. When train B exits from the bridge, signal A is changed back to green by the controller.

4.1.2.2 *charts Realization

Our *charts realization for simulating the railroad control problem is shown in figure 4.7. To resolve the directed loops due to communication between the railroad controller and the trains, we use the SR model as the topmost level (a). This SR system contains a clock to generate ticks, the railroad controller, the two signals, and the two trains. In addi-
Figure 4.7 Our *charts realization for simulating the railroad control problem.
tion, two blocks, speed A and speed B, are included to adjust the speeds of the two trains, respectively. As shown in figure 4.6, each railroad track is divided into 20 segments. Every segment is marked with a number (or two numbers for those shared by two tracks) in order to indicate the location of the train on the track. The speed of a train is given by the number of ticks for the train to move one segment. In other words, in every certain number of ticks, each of speed A and speed B generates a move event to allow the corresponding train to move one segment.

The controller is modeled by the three state FSM illustrated in figure 4.7(b). The states are named by the statuses of the two signals: A green B green, A green B red, and A red B green. The controller starts in the A green B green state. On the other hand, each of the trains, train A and train B, is modeled by an FSM (see figure 4.7(c)) with two states: off bridge and on bridge. Each train starts in its off bridge state with its location initialized to segment 0. Before the location reaches segment 3 (i.e. the entrance of the bridge), each train simply moves one segment whenever the corresponding move event is present. Then, we distinguish the three cases as described in previous section.

- Case I (Only one train arrives): Suppose that the location of train A reaches the segment 3. When a move event is present, even though train A cannot decide which transition would be taken for now, the arrive event is known to be present since it actually only depends on the move event. This helps the controller know that the arriveA event is present and thus that the signalA and the signalB events are present with the values 0 (meaning green) and 1 (meaning red), respectively. Now, train A can decide which transition is to be taken, and as a result it moves its location by one segment and proceeds to the on bridge state. In the mean time, the controller takes the transition to the A green B red state. In the on bridge state, whenever a move event is present, train A simply moves its location by one segment until its location reaches segment 9 (i.e. the
train is leaving the bridge). Then, train A emits a leave event, moves its location by one segment, and proceeds to the off bridge state. This causes the controller to emit the signalA and the signalB events both with the value 0 and to take the transition to the A green B green state.

- Case II (One train arrives before the other): Suppose that the location of train A reaches the segment 3 first. When a move event is present for train A, as discussed in case I, train A and the controller proceed to the on bridge and the A green B red states, respectively. At this point, suppose that the location of train B also reaches the segment 3. Whenever a corresponding move event is present, similarly, the arrive event of train B is known to be present since it actually only depends on the move event, and thus the arriveB event is present in the controller. Now, the controller still needs to know whether the leaveA event is present or not, i.e. whether the location of train A reaches the segment 9 or not. If train A does not arrive at the segment 9 yet, the controller remains emitting the signalA and the signalB events with the values 0 and 1, respectively, and thus train B remains in the off bridge state. Otherwise, if train A arrives at the segment 9, the controller emits the signalA and the signalB events with the values 1 and 0, respectively, and takes the transition to the A red B green state. This allows train B to enter the on bridge state. In this state, whenever a corresponding move event is present, the location of train B is increased by one segment until it reaches the segment 9. Then, train B emits a leave event, moves its location by one segment, and proceeds to the off bridge state. This causes the controller to emit the signalA and the signalB events both with the value 0 and to take the transition to the A green B green state.
• Case III (Both trains arrive at the same time): By observing the two outgoing transitions of the A green B green state in the controller, we can see that train A is given higher priority to access to the bridge. Therefore, even when both train A and train B arrives at the segment 3 at the same time, the controller proceeds to the A green B red state, and only train A can proceed to the on bridge state. The rest of the behavior is basically the same as discussed in case II.

4.2 Image Processing

In addition to performing intensive numeric computation, image processing systems frequently have sophisticated control functionality for sequencing computation tasks, switching among operation modes, coordinating interaction, and managing configuration, etc.

An interesting example is the MPEG [19] standard for compression and decompression. In this standard, there are various situations that are more suitable to be realized by a control-oriented model, such as the FSM, than by a computation-oriented model. Two of those scenarios are described as follows.

• The MPEG bitstream is a serial stream of bits, and has a well-defined syntax. It consists of intermixed different layers, each of them with its own headers and data. To construct or parse the MPEG bitstream involves a significant amount of decision making.

• The MPEG standard has three different frame formats: I, P, and B frames. Each of the frame formats corresponds to a specific set of encoding and decoding schemes. The MPEG encoder or decoder needs to switch among three different operation modes depending on which one of the three frame formats is currently processed.
In the following section, we will show how to apply our *charts using the example of a simple coding method: run-length coding.

### 4.2.1 Example: Run-Length Coding

#### 4.2.1.1 Problem Description

Run-length coding [52] is one of the simplest variable rate coding methods [38]. This coding can lead to significant data compression, especially when the source tends to contain long clusters of repeated symbols. The key idea is to code the source into a sequence of symbols, each of them followed by the number of its repetitions, the run length. For example, a binary source, such as the black and white pixels in digital facsimile, may contain long runs of zeros and, occasionally, ones, such as 000001100000000. As a result, its run-length code is 051208.

#### 4.2.1.2 *charts Realization

Figure 4.8 shows our realization of run-length coding using *charts. Since the length of the resulting code using this coding method is changeable, we need to use DDF (instead of SDF) as the topmost level depicted in figure 4.8(a). This DDF system models the environment for simulating the run-length coding. It includes a source, an encoder, a decoder, and a display.

The encoder is modeled by an FSM, as shown in figure 4.8(b), with two states: start and continue. It begins in the start state. When an input is read from the source, the encoder saves the input as a local symbol, initializes a local count to 1 for storing the run length of the symbol, and takes the transition to the continue state. In the continue state, the encoder reads another input from the source, and distinguishes three cases.
Figure 4.8 Our realization of the run-length coding using *charts.
• If the input is a mark for the end of source (assumed to be -1 here), the encoder writes to the code with the symbol and its count, respectively. Then, the encoder takes the transition to the start state, and is ready to encode another source.

• If the input is not an end-of-source mark but is the same as the current symbol, the encoder simply increases the count of the run length by 1.

• Otherwise, the encoder writes to the code with the symbol and its count, respectively, updates the symbol with the new input, and resets the count of the run length to 1.

To model the decoder, we have an FSM (see figure 4.8(c)) with three states: wait symbol, wait run, and more run. The decoder starts in the wait symbol state, and when a code is read, saves the code as a local symbol and takes the transition to the wait run state. Then, the decoder reads another code, which is the run length of the symbol. If the code is equal to 1, the decoder writes to the output with the symbol only once and takes the transition to the wait symbol state. Otherwise, if the code is greater than 1, the decoder needs to output the symbol more than once. The decoder achieves this by writing the symbol to the output the first time, storing the remaining run length (i.e. the code decreased by 1) to a local count, and taking the transition to an instantaneous state, the more run state. In the more run state, the decoder keeps writing to the output with the symbol and decreasing the count of the run length by 1 until the count is equal to 1. Then, the decoder writes the symbol to the output the last time and takes the transition to the wait symbol state.

4.3 Communication Protocols

In communication networks [85], such as computer networks, communication between two or more parties takes place frequently by the exchange of information in a wide range of particular formats. Most of the time, this communication activity needs to strictly follow some sort of order to ensure that the transferred information is complete
and correct. Therefore, a communication protocol [50][79], or a set of precisely-defined rules, is required to regulate the exchange of information. If the communication protocol is not followed correctly, the communication activity will not be successful.

Conceptually, a communication protocol can be described as two or more distributed components coordinated by a concurrency model [25]. These components elaborate the logical control of the protocol and the corresponding guarded actions. Thus, they are best characterized as a set of conditional sequences and input/output actions [9]. The concurrency model governs the concurrency and synchrony among those distributed components to accomplish the communication activity.

In terms of *charts, the FSM is the most appropriate model for specification of the protocol components. As for the choice of the concurrency model, although there are various potential candidates, two of them are particularly of interest. The first one is the DE model. This model is known for its strength in modeling the communication infrastructure of distributed systems. In particular, the components within a DE system evolve at the time instants of consecutive events, and their reaction time can be assumed less than the duration between events. This notion serves well to model the interaction of the protocol components, which usually respond to occurring events with a negligible latency as compared to the duration between events [25].

In fact, we often do not care about the exact timing of the communication activity to occur in the simulation of a protocol. What we need for the concurrency model is its ability to maintain the communication activity among the protocol components and to detect the interruption if it occurs. This leads to another concurrency model of interest: the CSP model. The rendezvous mechanism of the CSP model provides sufficient communication infrastructure for the protocol components without the hassle of knowing the exacting timing. If any components try to exchange information with the others but fail to reach rendezvous, they will stall. Therefore, this allows us to detect the situation that the
communication activity fails to continue if all components stall, i.e. if the simulation of the model is deadlocked.

In the following sections, we will apply charts to two examples of the communication protocols for demonstration. We will first use the DE model and then the CSP model as the concurrency models in these two examples.

4.3.1 Example: Two-Phase Commit Protocol

4.3.1.1 Problem Description

The two-phase commit protocol [13] is a widely used protocol in distributed database systems to maintain the data consistency among them. A coordinator manages a group of participating databases, and can request all participants to commit a particular transaction. The goal of the two-phase commit protocol is to ensure the atomicity of the transaction that accesses multiple participating databases. "Atomicity" means that either all participants commit the transaction or none of them does.

This protocol contains two phases and in normal situations proceeds as follows.

- The voting phase:
  1. The coordinator sends a message to all participants to request them to vote for yes if they are ready to commit a transaction or no if they are not.
  2. The participant receives the vote request and responds by sending to the coordinator a message containing that participant’s vote: yes or no.

- The decision phase:
  1. The coordinator collects the vote messages from all participants. If all of the votes are yes, then the coordinator decides to commit and sends a message to inform all participants. Otherwise, the coordinator decides to abort and sends a message to inform all participants.
2. The participant waits for a message containing the coordinator's decision: to commit or to abort. After the message is received, the participant either commits or aborts the transaction depending on the decision.

In the protocol, there are three places that the coordinator or the participant needs to wait for a message before it proceeds.

- In the voting phase (2), a participant waits for a vote request from the coordinator.
- In the decision phase (1), the coordinator waits for a vote from a participant.
- In the decision phase (2), a participant waits for a decision from the coordinator.

However, the expected message may never arrive due to failures. This may cause the protocol to stall indefinitely. To avoid this, a timeout mechanism can be used. When the waiting is more than a certain amount of time, the coordinator or the participant is interrupted by a timeout, and then it takes some special action to allow the protocol to continue. Following are possible timeout actions, one for each of the previous three scenarios.

- In the voting phase (2), since the waiting prevents the participant from voting, it eventually prevents the coordinator from receiving that vote in the decision phase (1). Therefore, we can defer the timeout handling until then to save the effort.

- In the decision phase (1), when the coordinator waits for a vote from a participant, it has not reached any decision, and no participant can commit yet. Hence, if the timeout occurs, the coordinator can simply decide to abort and send a message to inform all participants to follow this decision.

- In the decision phase (2), when a participant times out waiting for the coordinator's decision, if the participant voted no before, it can abort unilaterally since the coordinator's decision is presumably to abort. However, if the participant voted yes before, it cannot unilaterally commit or abort and must find out the coordinator's decision before
it can proceed. One solution is that the participant replies with an additional message to the coordinator after it receives the coordinator's decision. This defers the timeout handling to the coordinator: If the coordinator times out for collecting the replies, it retransmits the decision to the participants.

4.3.1.2 *charts Realization

The topmost level of our *charts realization for the two-phase commit protocol is shown in figure 4.9. This DE system contains a coordinator, two participants, a client that instructs the coordinator to start a transaction at a randomly chosen time, a clock to gener-
ate time ticks, and the **forward channels** and the **backward channels** to simulate the lossy channels that randomly drop or delay the transferred messages.

Both of the participants, participant1 and participant2, are modeled by the two state FSM depicted in figure 4.10(a). The states are *wait request* and *wait decision*. Each participant starts in its *wait request* state. When a participant receives a *request* event, it sends a *vote* event with the value of a local *ready* event and takes the transition to the *wait decision* state. The *ready* event is generated by an SDF graph (see figure 4.10(b)) that refines the *wait request* state, and its value is randomly either 1 or 0 to represent that the participant is ready to commit or not, respectively. When in the *wait decision* state, if the participant receives a *decision* event, it responds by sending a *reply* event and making transition to the *wait request* state.

---

**Figure 4.10** The participant1 and the participant2 in figure 4.9 are both modeled by this hierarchical FSM.
Figure 4.11(a) shows an FSM that models the coordinator in figure 4.9. This FSM has three states: idle, wait votes, and wait replies. The coordinator begins in the idle state, and when a start event is received, sends a request event and takes the transition to the wait votes state. Then, the coordinator stays in the wait votes state until a local result event occurs. This result event contains a value either 1 or 0 representing that the result of the votes is to either commit or abort, respectively. When the result event occurs, the coordinator sends the value of result as a decision event and takes the transition to the wait replies state. When in the wait replies state, the coordinator stays until a local done event occurs. The value of the done event is either 1 or 0 meaning that the collection of replies is complete or not, respectively. If the collection is not complete, the coordinator sends the decision again. Otherwise, the coordinator takes the transition to the idle state.

Inside the wait votes state of figure 4.11(a), we have a three state FSM illustrated in figure 4.11(b). The main functionality of this FSM is to find out the result of the votes and then to inform its master FSM by a result event. In general, there are two situations in which the FSM can send the result event. If the vote1 and the vote2 events both have arrived in time, the result of the votes is the logical “and” of these two votes. Otherwise, if one or both of the votes do not arrive before a local timeout event occurs, the result is assigned a value 0 that is considered as to abort. The timeout event is asserted by a slave SDF graph (see figure 4.11(d)) shared by the three states of this FSM.

Similarly, inside the wait replies state of figure 4.11(a), we have another three state FSM, as shown in figure 4.11(c), to find out whether the collection of the replies is complete or not and then to inform its master FSM by a done event. All three states of this FSM also share the same slave SDF graph shown in figure 4.11(d).
Figure 4.11 This hierarchical FSM models the coordinator in figure 4.9.
4.3.2 Example: Alternating Bit Protocol

4.3.2.1 Problem Description

Because physical communication is often not completely reliable over the networks, some of the messages transmitted between a sender and a receiver may not actually arrive. The alternating bit protocol [66] is a simple retransmission protocol, which is to ensure that when a message is lost, it is retransmitted by the sender, and when duplicate messages are delivered due to retransmission, they are identified and ignored by the receiver.

The alternating bit protocol works as follows.

- The sender sends a data packet that contains a protocol bit.

- When the receiver receives the data packet, it replies with an acknowledgement containing the same protocol bit as that of the received packet. In addition, the receiver needs to identify whether this data packet is a new or a duplicate copy, and then to decide whether to deliver the data for processing or not accordingly. If it is the first time that a data packet is received, the receiver identifies this packet as a new copy and delivers its data for processing. Afterwards, whenever a data packet is received, the receiver compares the protocol bits of this newly received and the last received packets. If the protocol bits are different, then this newly received packet is a new copy, and its data are delivered for processing. Otherwise, the packet is a duplicate copy and is ignored.

- The sender waits for the acknowledgement from the receiver. If the acknowledgement does not reach the sender before time outs, or the acknowledgement received does not have the same protocol bit as that of the data packet transmitted, the sender retransmit the data packet (with the same protocol bit) repeatedly until a desired acknowledge-
ment is received. Then, the sender flips the protocol bit and is ready to transmit the next data packet.

4.3.2.2 \textit{*charts Realization}

Our *charts realization of the alternating bit protocol is shown in figure 4.12. We use CSP as the topmost level (a), modeling the environment for simulating the protocol. This CSP system consists of a sender, a receiver, a client that requests the sender to transmit its data, a processor that processes the data delivered from the receiver, a timer to watch for time outs, and a forward channel and a backward channel to simulate the lossy channels that randomly drop the transferred messages.

In figure 4.12(b), we have a two state FSM to model the sender. The states are \textbf{ready} and \textbf{wait ack}. The sender starts in the \textbf{ready} state with a local protocol \textit{bit} set to 0 initially. When the \textit{data} arrives, the sender sends a \textit{packet} with the \textit{data} left shifted\textsuperscript{1} one bit to accommodate the protocol \textit{bit}, stores the \textit{data} as a local \textit{dataBuffer} event, and takes the transition to the \textbf{wait ack} state. In this state, the sender waits until either an acknowledgement \textit{ack} arrives or time outs. Whenever either an acknowledgement \textit{ack} arrives with different protocol \textit{bit} or time outs, the sender retransmits a \textit{packet} that contains the data (retrieved from the \textit{dataBuffer}) and the current protocol \textit{bit}. Only when an acknowledgement \textit{ack} arrives with the same protocol \textit{bit}, does the sender change the protocol \textit{bit} from 0 to 1 (or vice versa) and take the transition to the \textbf{ready} state.

The three state FSM in figure 4.12(c) is to model the receiver. The states are \textbf{initial}, \textbf{wait packet}, and \textbf{compare bits}. The receiver starts in the \textbf{initial} state. When a \textit{packet} arrives the first time, the receiver replies with an acknowledgement \textit{ack} that contains the protocol bit restored from the \textit{packet}, delivers the \textit{data} restored from the \textit{packet} for pro-

\textsuperscript{1} Without loss of generality, the value of the \textit{data} is assumed to be a positive integer and have enough bits to prevent overflow.
Figure 4.12 Our charts realization of the alternating bit protocol: (a) the topmost level, (b) the sender, and (c) the receiver.
cessing, remembers the protocol bit as a local lastBit event, and takes the transition to the wait packet state. Afterwards, whenever a packet arrives, the receiver restores the protocol bit and the data from the packet to the local bit and dataBuffer events, respectively, and then takes the transition to the compare bits state. At this point, the receiver compares the current protocol bit with the last one stored in the lastBit event. If both of the protocol bits are the same, the receiver simply replies with an acknowledgement ack containing the current protocol bit. Otherwise, in addition to replying with an acknowledgement, the receiver delivers the data retrieved from the dataBuffer for processing, and updates the lastBit event with the current bit. In both cases, the FSM takes the transition to the wait packet state. Since both explicit outgoing transitions of the compare bits state do not have triggers in the guards and are completely specified, this state serves as an instantaneous state.

4.4 Linear Hybrid Systems

A hybrid system [1][2] consists of a discrete program interacting with an analog environment. It is generally modeled as a finite automaton equipped with dynamic variables that evolve continuously with time according to dynamic laws (often given as differential equations). In particular, when the given differential equations are restricted to first-order, this categorizes a special class of hybrid systems: the linear hybrid system. For the linear hybrid system, because the differential equations for the dynamic laws are all first-order, the dynamic variables will follow piecewise-linear trajectories, and those points at the first-order discontinuity in the trajectories correspond to the state changes of the finite automaton.

As a matter of fact, since the trajectories of the dynamic variables are piecewise-linear in the linear hybrid system, the differential equations for the dynamic laws can be substi-
tuted by the discretized equations (see figure 4.13) without changing the trajectories of the dynamic variables. Therefore, a continuous-time (CT) [65] model is no longer necessary to simulate the dynamic laws. Instead, a discrete-event (DE) model can be used and may execute even more efficiently in a discrete-time manner. Therefore, in terms of charts, the linear hybrid system can be simulated by the combination of the FSM and the DE models.

4.4.1 Example: Water-Level Monitors

4.4.1.1 Problem Description

A commonly used example for the linear hybrid system is the “water-level monitor” problem: The water level in a tank is controlled by a monitor that detects the water level and signals a pump to switch on and off. When the pump is on, the water level rises by 1 unit per second; when the pump is off, the water level falls by 2 unit per second. Suppose that initially the water level is 1 unit and the pump is on. The goal is to keep the water level between 1 and 12 units with the help of the monitor. One key point to complicate this problem is that there is a delay of 2 seconds between the time that the monitor signals the pump to switch status and the time that the switch becomes effective. Thus, the monitor has to signal the pump to switch off when the water level reaches 10 units and to switch on when the water level falls to 5 units.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dx_1}{dt} &= v_1 \\
\ldots \\
\frac{dx_N}{dt} &= v_N \\
\end{align*}
\]

(a) Differential equations

\[
\begin{align*}
x_1(t + dt) - x_1(t) &= v_1 dt \\
\ldots \\
x_N(t + dt) - x_N(t) &= v_N dt \\
\end{align*}
\]

(b) Discretized equations

Figure 4.13 First-order differential equations and their trajectory-equivalent discretized equations.
4.4.1.2 *charts Realization

Our realization of the water-level monitor using *charts is depicted in figure 4.14. At the bottommost level (c), the DE subsystem is to model the evolution of the dynamic variables, i.e. the water level and the signal delay, according to the dynamic laws in terms of discretized equations. It serves as a slave shared by the four states of the FSM at level (b).

There are two main functions performed in this DE subsystem. First, current water level (denoted by y) and current signal delay (denoted by x) are computed by adding their previous values to the multiplication of their velocities (denoted by vy and vx, respectively) with current time increment (denoted by dt). The current time increment is actually generated at previous step from the next time increment (denoted by nt). Moreover, if the reset event for the water level or the signal delay (denoted by yset or xset, respectively) is present, the corresponding reset block will reset the value of the water level or the signal delay, respectively. Second, to prepare for the next step of execution, future events of the next time increment, the water level, and the signal delay are generated by the corresponding var delay blocks, which produce future events with values from the var inputs and with delays from the delay inputs.

At the next level (b) inside the monitor block of level (a) is described by an FSM that has four states: in states on1 and on2, the pump is on; in states off1 and off2, the pump is off. The initial transition to state on1 set the initial conditions of the system: the velocity of the water level to be 1 unit per second, the velocity of the signal delay to be 1 second per second, and the water level to be 1 unit. For display purpose, at every transition except for the initial transition, a level event is emitted with the current water level y. The monitor starts in state on1. When the water level reaches 10 units, the monitor emits a xset event to reset the signal delay to be 0 second and a switch event to signal the pump to switch off, and then transitions to the on2 state. In on2 state, the monitor waits until the signal delay reaches 2 seconds. Then, it changes the velocity of the water level to be -2 units per second.
Figure 4.14 The *charts realization of the water-level monitor.
and transitions to the off state. The rest of the behavior at this level should now be evident from the figure.

The DE system at the topmost level (a) is to model the environment of the water-level monitor. It includes a monitor, and a display to show the statuses of the switch signal and the water level from the monitor.

### 4.4.1.3 Simulation with Fixed Time Increments

One subtlety for the *charts realization in figure 4.14 is that, at each step of execution, the DE subsystem at level (c) needs to be fed with the next time increment (denoted by \( nt \)) in order to prepare for the next step of execution. One simple approach is to let the next time increment be a fixed number. For example, when the next time increment is fixed at 0.5 seconds, the simulation result of the *charts realization is shown in figure 4.15. As expected, the water level is kept between 1 and 12 units, and the switch signal is emitted whenever the water level is 10 and 5 units.

![Figure 4.15 Simulation of the water-level monitor with fixed time increments (0.5 seconds).](image)

```plaintext
Figure 4.15 Simulation of the water-level monitor with fixed time increments (0.5 seconds).
```
However, in this approach, the time increments between the consecutive steps of simulation are fixed. Thus, it is possible that the threshold values, which are those used for comparison in the guards of the FSM, of the dynamic variables are not detected in simulation even though the resulting trajectories actually pass through them. This may result in incorrect state changes of the FSM and thus incorrect simulation result. For example, when the next time increment is fixed at 0.4 seconds, the threshold value of the water level at 10 units is not detected for comparison in the guard of the FSM. Hence, the FSM stays in the state on1 forever, and the simulation result shown in figure 4.16 exhibits incorrect behavior.

4.4.1.4 Simulation with Varied Time Increments

In fact, from figure 4.15 we can observe that the points of first-order discontinuity in the trajectories occur only when the dynamic variables are at the threshold values. Furthermore, we can choose only these points for simulation without affecting the correctness of

![Figure 4.16 Simulation of the water-level monitor with fixed time increments (0.4 seconds).](image_url)
the result. However, if only selected points are included for simulation, the time increments between the consecutive steps of simulation have to be varied. In other words, in each step of simulation, we need to predict the next time increment based on the threshold values. This approach with varied time increments is more efficient than that with fixed time increments since fewer points are computed to build up the whole trajectories. Moreover, this guarantees that the threshold values of the dynamic variables will always be detected for comparison in the guards of the FSM since the next time increment is computed based on those values.

To support the simulation with varied time increments, we need to distinguish one step of the simulation of the realization in figure 4.14 into following four phases:

1. The DE subsystem at level (c) computes the current values of the dynamic variables, i.e. the water level and the signal delay.

2. The FSM at level (b) takes a transition, which depends on the current values of the dynamic variables.

3. The FSM at level (b) predicts the next time increment (denoted by $n_t$), which depends on the threshold values (denoted by $T_{nk}$, $n = 1, \ldots, N$, $k = 1, \ldots, K_n$) and the velocities (denoted by $v_n$, $n = 1, \ldots, N$) of the dynamic variables (denoted by $x_n$, $n = 1, \ldots, N$) at the next state.

   \[
   n_t = \min \left\{ \max \left\{ \frac{T_{11}-x_1}{v_1}, 0 \right\}, \ldots, \max \left\{ \frac{T_{1K_1}-x_1}{v_1}, 0 \right\}, \ldots, \max \left\{ \frac{T_{N1}-x_N}{v_N}, 0 \right\}, \ldots, \max \left\{ \frac{T_{NK_n}-x_N}{v_N}, 0 \right\} \right\}
   \]

4. The DE subsystem at level (c) generates future events at the next time increment to prepare for the next step.
The order of these four phases may not be changed because there exist dependencies between them. In other words, the computation of the dynamic variables and the generation of the future events in the DE subsystem have to be performed in two different phases.

Since one reaction of the FSM invokes the slave DE subsystem at most once, we leave the second phase of the DE subsystem to be performed in the next consecutive reaction of the FSM. I.e. the completion of one step of the simulation actually involves two reactions of the FSM. Figure 4.17 shows the simulation result of the *charts realization using the approach with varied time increments.

4.5 Comparison

In this section, we will demonstrate the effectiveness of the *charts approach with a simple control-oriented example, the reflex game [12]. Realizations of this example will be illustrated and compared, using our *charts and other languages, in particular, Esterel,

![Graph showing water level and switch signal over time increments.](image)

Figure 4.17 Simulation of the water-level monitor with varied time increments.
VHDL and C. The reflex game has a normal behavior and a reasonable set of exception situations. It is simple enough to be summarized on a page, but rich enough to encompass the usage of multiple models.

4.5.1 Problem Description

Our version of the reflex game is a two-player game (to introduce more concurrency). Each player has two buttons to press during the game: coin and go buttons for player 1; ready and stop buttons for player 2.

Normal play proceeds as follows:

1. Player 1 presses coin to start the game. A status light turns blue.
2. When player 2 is ready, he presses ready, and the status light turns yellow.
3. When player 1 presses go, the status light turns green, and player 2 presses stop as fast as he can.
4. The game ends, and the status light turns red.

The game measures the reflex time of player 2 by reporting the time between the go and stop events.

There are some situations where the game ends abnormally and a “tilt” light flashes. These are:

1. After coin is pressed, player 2 does not press ready within $L$ time units.
2. Player 2 presses stop before or at the same instant that player 1 presses go.
3. After player 1 presses go, player 2 does not press stop within $L$ time units.

One additional rule is that if player 1 does not press go within $L$ time units after player 2 presses ready, then go is emitted by the system, and the game advances to wait for player 2 to press stop.
4.5.2 *charts Realization

Our *charts realization of the reflex game is shown in figure 4.18. To simulate the real-time behavior of the game, a DE system is a good choice for the topmost level (a), modeling the environment of the game (including the players). This DE system contains a clock to generate a sequence of time ticks, the two players (player1 and player2) that assert the button pressing events, a display to create the lights and to report the reflex time of player 2, and a reflex block that models the behavior of the game.

At the next level of the hierarchy (b), inside the reflex block, we have a two state FSM. The states are game off and game on. Inside the game on state, at level (c), we use an SR model consisting of the rules for the two players. These are interconnected with a directed loop, and thus form an instantaneous dialog between the two players.

At level (d), the two rules are refined into concurrent FSMs. The rule2 starts in the wait ready state, and when a ready event is present, emits a start event and takes the transition to the wait go state. This causes the rule1 to emit a yellowLt event and to take the transition from the idle state to the wait state. The rest of the behavior at this level should now be evident from the figure.

In several states, we need to count time ticks from the clock to watch for time outs. This counting is a simple arithmetic computation that can be performed using the SDF graph shown at level (e). This graph simply counts time ticks, compares the count against a constant, and emits a timeout event when the threshold is exceeded.

4.5.3 Esterel Realization

Esterel [18] is a programming language dedicated to describe control-oriented reactive systems. Figure 4.19 shows an Esterel realization of the two-player reflex game. The description in Esterel is concise, taking slightly less space than the one in figure 4.18. This application is a good match for the concurrent semantics of Esterel, which is synchronous/
Figure 4.18 Our *charts realization of the two-player reflex game.
module REFLEX :
  % timeout limit declaration
  constant L : integer;
  % inputs and outputs
  input TIME, COIN, GO, READY, STOP;
  relation COIN # GO, READY # STOP;
  output REDLT, BLUELT, YELLOWLT, GREENLT, NORMALEXIT, FLASHTILT;
  % overall initialization
  emit REDLT;
  loop
    % game off state
    await COIN;
    emit BLUELT;
    % game on state
    signal START, END in
    trap EXIT, ERROR in
      [ % rule 1 begins
        % idle state
        await START;
        emit YELLOWLT;
        % wait state
        await
          case GO do emit END
          case L TIME do emit END
        end await
      ] % rule 1 ends
      [ % rule 2 begins
        % wait ready state
        await
          case READY do emit START
          case L TIME do emit ERROR
        end await;
        % wait go state
        await
          case STOP do emit ERROR
          case END do emit GREENLT
        end await;
        % wait stop state
        await
          case STOP do emit EXIT
          case L TIME do emit ERROR
        end await
      ] % rule 2 ends
    handle EXIT do emit NORMALEXIT;
    emit REDLT
    handle ERROR do emit FLASHTILT;
    emit REDLT
    end trap
  end signal
  end loop
end module

Figure 4.19 Esterel realization of the two-player reflex game.
reactive. However, this Esterel module does not include a model of the environment. Esterel programs generally specify modules that are intended to reside within some foreign realization of the environment, such as a C program. Moreover, there is no support for other concurrency modeling, such as discrete events, in Esterel.

The computational aspects of the reflex game, which involve only trivially simple arithmetic, are also a good match for Esterel. For more sophisticated computations, such as signal processing, it is common for Esterel programs to fall back on modules written in C for their implementation. By contrast, in our *charts, a designer could use dataflow models, which are higher level (more abstract) than C programs.

Which description, Esterel or *charts, is more readable or understandable will depend heavily on the familiarity of the reader with the languages involved. We believe that the version in figure 4.18 will be more easily understood.

### 4.5.4 VHDL and C Realizations

VHDL and C are two languages that are commonly used as synthesized codes for hardware and software, respectively. The complete VHDL description is shown in figure 4.20 although not in a readable font. VHDL is a relatively verbose language, and this description, which includes almost no comments, occupies more than five pages, and like the Esterel program, does not model the environment. The C description is shorter, occupying less than four pages. In figure 4.20 at the right, we show the VHDL and C descriptions of the level (b) FSM from figure 4.18. This FSM is implemented very directly as switch-case and if-then-else constructs in both cases. Our conclusion is that VHDL and C should be back-end languages, synthesized from higher-level descriptions for the purpose of interfacing to lower-level synthesis tools, and that *charts provides a reasonable higher-level description.
procedure reflex_proc
(coin, go, ready, stop : in bit;
redLt_var, blueLt_var, yellowLt_var, greenLt_var : out bit;
normalExit_var, flashTilt_var : out bit;
reflex_state : in reflex_type;
rule1_state : in rule1_type;
rule2_state : in rule2_type;
counter : in integer range 0 to 100;
reflex_state_next : out reflex_type;
rule1_state_next : out rule1_type;
rule2_state_next : out rule2_type;
counter_next : out integer range 0 to 100) is
variable exit_var, error_var: bit;
begin — reflex_proc
  case reflex_state is
  when game_off =>
    if (coin = 'r') then
      blueLt_var := 'F;
      reflex_state_next := game_on;
    else
      reflex_state_next := game_off;
    end if;
  when game_on =>
    game_on_proc (go, ready, stop, yellowLt_var,
                  greenLt_var, exit_var, error_var, rule1_state,
                  rule2_state, counter, rule1_state_next,
                  rule2_state_next, counter_next);
    if (exit_var = '1') then
      normalExit_var := '1';
      redLt_var := 'r;
      reflex_state_next := game_off;
    elsif (error_var = '1') then
      flashTilt_var := 'l';
      redLt_var := 'l';
      reflex_state_next := game_off;
    else
      reflex_state_next := game_on;
    end if;
  end case;
end reflex_proc;

reflex_proc (time, coin, go, ready, stop,
redLt, blueLt, yellowLt, greenLt, normalExit, flashTilt)
double time; int coin, go, ready, stop;
int *redLt, *blueLt, *yellowLt, *greenLt;
int *normalExit, *flashTilt;
int exit=0, error=0;
switch (reflex_state) {
  case game_off:
    if (coin) {
      *blueLt = 1; reflex_state = game_on;
    break;
    case game_on:
      game_on_proc(time, go, ready, stop,
                   yellowLt, greenLt, &exit, &error);
      if (exit) {
        *normalExit = 1; *redLt = 1; reflex_state = game_off;
      } else if (error) {
        *flashTilt = 1; *redLt = 1; reflex_state = game_off;
      } break;
    }
}

Figure 4.20 VHDL description of the two-player reflex game, with the segment corresponding to level (b) in figure 4.18 shown in a readable font at the upper right. At the lower right is the C version.
Conclusion

The goals of this thesis is to have a system design scheme that is capable of describing both control logic and computation tasks, specifying composite behaviors for concurrency and hierarchy, and enabling the selection of different concurrency semantics. To achieve these goals, we present a heterogeneous HCFSM formalism, called *charts, which is aimed at specification and simulation of reactive systems with control logic. Instead of defining a grand-unified concurrency semantics in *charts, we explore the hierarchical combination of FSMs with multiple concurrency models, particularly discrete events (DE), synchronous/reactive (SR), synchronous dataflow (SDF), dynamic dataflow (DDF), and communicating sequential processes (CSP).

As shown in figure 5.1, these models have different strengths and weaknesses. Hence, they are applicable in different situations. The DE model is a natural way to model distributed or parallel systems and their communication infrastructure. The SR model is well-suited to concurrent behaviors of control-intensive systems. Dataflow models are ideal for computation-intensive systems, such as signal processing systems. The CSP model is useful for resource management when modeling at the system level. Finally, the FSM model complements those concurrency models such that sequential control behaviors are intuitively described and easily analyzed.
Our *charts formalism can be utilized as a design framework, in which subsystems with distinct functionalities are separately specified and designed by mixing and matching the best suitable models. The simple and determinate mechanisms we provide are used to combine the subsystems as a whole for validation using simulation. For example, the design of a digital cellular phone often involves specifying distinct functionalities. It includes intensive signal processing and sophisticated control logic in both the speech coder and the radio modem. These would be appropriately constructed using the combination of SDF with FSM. The communication protocols for call processing and multiple-access schemes can be specified by mixing CSP and FSM. The integration of SR and FSM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finite State Machines</td>
<td>• Good for sequential control</td>
<td>• Computation-intensive systems are hard to specify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Can be made deterministic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Maps well to hardware and software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete Events</td>
<td>• Good for digital hardware</td>
<td>• Expensive to implement in software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Global time</td>
<td>• May over-specify systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Can be made deterministic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous/Reactive Model</td>
<td>• Good for control-intensive systems</td>
<td>• Computation-intensive system are over-specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tightly synchronized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Deterministic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Maps well to hardware and software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataflow</td>
<td>• Good for signal processing</td>
<td>• Control-intensive systems are hard to specify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Loosely synchronized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Deterministic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Maps well to hardware and software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating Sequential Processes</td>
<td>• Models resource sharing well</td>
<td>• Some systems are oversynchronized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Partial-order synchronization</td>
<td>• Difficult to be made deterministic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Supports naturally nondeterministic interactions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.1  Strengths and weaknesses of different models.
can be utilized to describe user interfaces with concurrent behaviors. The environment of
the digital cellular phone can be conveniently modeled under DE. Therefore, *charts pro-
vides a good framework for coordinating among such efforts.

In conclusion, the major advantages of *charts are

- **Heterogeneous**: Diverse models can coexist and interact by hierarchical combination.
- **Modular**: Distinct portions of a system can be separately modeled, choosing the best
  appropriate modeling technique.
- **Extensible**: Additional concurrency models can be included as long as we provide the
  interaction between different models.

### 5.1 Open Issues

#### 5.1.1 Software/Hardware Synthesis

Specification of a system focuses on description and interpretation of behaviors without
the implementation details. Eventually, system behaviors need to be mapped and
implemented by software components (e.g. programmable devices), hardware components
(e.g. ASICs), or both. The bridge from specification to synthesis is the code generation
that translates system behaviors into formats mappable to software and hardware, such as
C code for software synthesis and VHDL code for hardware synthesis.

Synthesis from the FSM model has been a popular technique, demonstrated in [44] for
software and [72] for hardware. Moreover, dataflow models have been shown synthesiz-
able in software [8] and hardware [40]. Synthesis from the SR model has also been dem-
onstrated for software [18] and hardware [14]. As for the DE and CSP models, they are
used more for modeling, and thus synthesis is not much of an issue.
Our *charts formalism allows the designers to use established synthesis techniques within each model, and provides simple and determinate mechanisms to combine the results. Nevertheless, approaches that do co-synthesis directly from the mixed models are likely to show more value than approaches to synthesize separately from each model.

### 5.1.2 Formal Semantics

Formal approaches to define semantics have been evolving in two different ways: operational and denotational. Operational semantics, which dates back to Turing machines [82], describes how a system executes on an abstract machine. It focuses on what the system does (the internal view of the system). Denotational semantics, pioneered by Scott and Strachey [78], describes a system in terms of functions and relations in a semantic domain, such as a complete partial order set. It focuses on what an outside observer sees (the external view of the system).

Various formal semantics for the models we discuss have been given in the literature, such as [47][68] for the FSM model, [60] for the DE model, [35] for the SR model, [57] for the dataflow models, and [49] for the CSP model. Before the interaction among different models can be denoted in formal semantics, a mathematical framework, such as the tagged signal model [64], is required such that common terms of all models are unified and distinct properties of each model are identified. Then, we can leverage the existing formal semantics of the FSM, DE, SR, dataflow, and CSP models within this framework instead of defining new formal semantics.
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